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Parties stage first-ever debate
the United States could retaliate and
make the Soviets' first strike
"worthless."
The United States has no defense
against any ballistic missiles, he said.

By Heather Dawson
staff writer

JMU's College Republicans and
Young Democrats argued over
international and domestic political
issues Tuesday night during their first
debate at JMU.
The groups discussed the proposed
Strategic Defense Initiative, U.S.
involvement in the Persian Gulf,
affirmative action, U.S. aid to the
Nicaraguan Contras, and abortion. Dr.
Anthony Eksterowicz, an assistant
professor of political science, moderated
the debate.
The format allowed each group to
make a five-minute position statement
on each topic, followed by three-minute
rebuttals. Debaters also discussed related
questions from audience members. The
Young Democrats won the coin toss
determining who would lead each topic.
Dave Schultz, treasurer of the Young
Democrats, said the Strategic Defense
Initiative [Star Wars] "can be defeated
instantly with scientific principles that
cannot be defeated by man.
"There is no way that you can make a
satellite hover over a prescribed spot in,
the Soviet Union as SDI prescribes to
do. You cannot draw a pencil-straight
line from a satellite in space to a point
on the earth ..." he said.
"The earth is round. A weapon must
therefore be far above the United Slates
to see a silo in Siberia. There is no way
that you can anticipate where a missile
is going to come from until you can
see it," Shultz said.
The plan is too risky and expensive
to gamble on, he .said. "There is no
estimate for this. ... It could be an
open-ended plan, we could end up
spending millions, billions and trillions
of dollars on this plan."

Staff photo by BETSY TREADWAY
Sophomore Eric Hurt of the College Republicans ponders his
next move during a debate In the Phillips Center Tuesday.

Eric Hurt, chairman of the Young
Republicans, defended SDI as a
necessary defense against the Soviet
Union.
"The Russians, right now, possess
forms of SDI. They have 30-story

Faculty input
imperative
for success

radars . . . they are used for no other
purpose than to direct smaller radar to
shoot down incoming U.S. missiles."
SDI is needed to avoid a full-scale
nuclear war. Hurt said. SDI would
"alleviate this threat" by making sure

By Heather Dawson
?'?ft writer

JMU needs more input from faculty members if
the Initiatives for Excellence are to succeed, said the
vice president for academic affairs Wednesday
afternoon.
Dr. Russell Warren spoke about plans for
implementing the initiatives at a university-wide
faculty meeting in Grafton-Stovall Theatre. The
Initiatives for Excellence ajre university-wide

"If a missile in the Soviet Union were
to be launched accidentally, we would
have to let it land. Washington, New
York . . . it's an accident. What do we
do, start a third world war because of an
accident?"
Mark Chcrnisky . a member of the
Young Democrats, opposed U.S.
involvement in the Persian Gulf.
"While we flex our military muscles
in the Persian Gulf, the Reagan
administration has been weak in
backing it up with any serious and
credible diplomatic efforts," Chcrnisky
said.
The Iran-Contra scandal showed that
the Reagan administration is willing to
"carry out each foreign policy objective,
even at the obvious risk of destroying
any credibility that they may have
earned,' Chcrnisky said.
The U.S. presence in the Persian Gulf
"exemplifies
the
Reagan
administration's fear of losing out to
the Soviets who were going to flag the
Kuwaiti tankers until the Reagan
administration decided to ... edge them
out," he said.
Oil concerns should have little effect
on the decision to remain in the gulf,
Chcrnisky said.
We arc escorting oil, more than 80
percent of which is headed for Europe or
points other than the United States [and
Europe has not] volunteered to
participate in this venture of flagging,"
he said.
Patrick Widencr of the College
Republicans spoke in favor of the U.S.
See DEBATE page 2>

guidelines designed to improve all academic
departments.
Teamwork is necessary for the success of the
program. Warren said. "Through the planning, about
150 [faculty members] were involved. If all 470 are
now involved, no one faculty member will be
overtaxed."
To "decentralize" the enactment of the initiatives,
See FACULTY page 2>
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Debate
>- (Continued from page 1)

presence in the Persian Gulf. "It's a
simple necessity for several different
reasons. We must maintain freedom of
the seas.
"We've got to preserve the region's
independence," he said. "[The Iranians]
arc not simply imposing their will on
friendly neighboring states; they are
indulging in terrorism, they are
sponsoring terrorism throughout the
Middle East region and in other places
in the world. We cannot allow this to
continue," Widcner said.
The presence of the Soviet Union just
to the north of Iran also should be kept
in mind, he said. "A port on the Persian
Gulf would be invaluable to the Soviet

Union, and anyone who tells you that
they would not move heaven and earth
to obtain this objective is lying to
you."
Widcner said the Soviet Union's
behavior in Afghanistan "should be
kept in mind. . . . Who here is to say
that they [the Soviets] are not prepared
to make a similar move in the direction
of the Persian Gulf?"
Economic concerns are another reason
why we are in the Persian Gulf,
Widener said. "The oil supply is vital.
We are the most industrial nation in the
free world; we have to protect our own
oil supply."
Widcner reminded the audience of the
gas shortages that caused long lines and
high prices during the 70s. "This is

something we cannot allow to happen.
We cannot allow the flow of oil to the
United States and to our allies to be
constricted," he said.
Cynthia Klisz, president of the
Young Democrats, stated the club's
opposition to U.S. aid to the
Nicaraguan Contras. After her
argument, Eric Hurt told the audience
that he had been asked Monday night by
a member of the state Republican party
not to discuss the party's position on
the issue.
"They felt that we should not engage
in dialogue, as it might undermine any
type of grass roots support for a joint
Republican-Democratic effort to reach
peace in Nicaragua," Hurt said. "As an

official speaker for the Republican
party, I'm not at liberty to be for or
against Contra aid."
George Kessler of the College
Republicans and Greg Allen of the
Young Democrats haggled over
affirmative action.
Jason Mclntosh of the Young
Democrats and John Wirth of the
College Republicans debated the
abortion issue.
Views expressed by the Young
Democrats were the beliefs of the club
members, and those of the College
Republicans represented the official
views of the party, Eksterowicz said
during the debate.

Faculty
"We need to continue to help students understand
they're not here to just simply get the preparation ...
a group of coordinators, headed by Frank Luth for their first job or two," Warren said. "They're here
[coordinator of academic initiatives], has been to prepare for all the jobs they'll have throughout their
appointed to oversee the process. Each college has its career, and they're here to prepare for other aspects of
own coordinator who will monitor the steps taken by life."
the college to follow the initiatives, Warren said.
The university should remain "primarily a public
He outlined several general goals of the service program. We'd make a real mistake if we tried
implementation process.
to become an American or a Georgetown or a George
"We have to decide what initiatives to implement Washington, much less a Harvard or a Princeton or a
when," Warren said. "Needless to say, we can't take all Yale," Warren said.
of those and put them in place in one year or two"
JMU President Ronald Carrier spoke about several
years. There are too many."
budget concerns, including the proposed 8.5 percent
The university also needs to find leaders within the salary increase for faculty members. He said the salary
colleges and departments to help put each inioawc- in increases would "probably" be approved, but he was
place. Warren said.
less confident the university would receive all 81 new
Faculty assistance programs must be developed to faculty and administrative positions it requested in its
help faculty members teach with "different attitudes, budget.
skills and sets of knowledge than we were initially
"Our first goal is to get positions so we can solve
educated for," he said.
some of the problems we have with classes and class
Several faculty assistance workshops will be held size and not being able to meet some of the needs of
this academic year. Warren said.
our students," Carrier said. "Hopefully, we will
Faculty evaluation will be restructured in each continue to get positions and carry through on
department "to ensure that the evaluation system everything we've been undertaking for several years."
reflects things like quality advising, putting global
Carrier said he "believed" the university will get the
perspectives .. . and writing across the disciplines in money to fund its assessment program and to begin
place," he said.
the global studies program.
Student support also is important to guarantee the
The university also is requesting $1.2 million to
success of the initiatives, Warren said. Students are not continue the computer literacy program. That money
"complaining about the additional workload that had been provided by student fees, but the university
they're already facing, but instead are welcoming our now is asking the state "to pick up the burden of that
initiatives.
cost," Carrier said.
> (Continued from page 1)

j

The university also is requesting the funds needed to
add video transmission to the telephone system, he
said.
Donald Lcmish, vice president for university
advancement, emphasized faculty members'
involvement in raising money for JMU. Most money
is raised through communication between faculty and
the public, Lcmish said.
The instructors know what JMU's needs are and can
pinpoint those needs to contributors, he said.
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SGA execs veto senate bill
By Keith Perry
SGA reporter

When the Student Government
Association senate passes a bill, it does
not always stand, even if senators put
up a fight.
After the senate passed a bill of
opinion Nov. 17 "opposing the
administration's lack of support" for the
University Class Organization, the
SGA executive council vetoed it.
SGA president Kathy Sayko told
senators during Tuesday's meeting that
the council originally tabled the bill,
but later killed it by a 3-2 vote after
researching it further. They found out
that "the burden didn't totally fall on the
administration," Sayko said.
"The UCO should have worked a
little bit more with the administration,
and vice versa," she added.
When senators learned of the veto,
several asked questions about a veto
override. Parliamentarian Alex Gordon
said the override would require a
twojthirds senate vote, or 34 senators.
After some haggling over
parliamentary procedure, Frederikson
senator Tracy Humphrey initiated the
override proposal which opened the
floor for debate.
Commuter
senator
Bruce
Windcshcim, who proposed the original
bill, clarified its original intent "We're

just trying to say, 'Look, the
administration messed up — please
don't do it again.'"
Humphrey then added defense for the
bill and the UCO. "They were indeed
trying to work with the administration
to find a way to resolve the situation,
and the administration just sort of laid
this thing in their laps and said, 'You
go for it — you do what you can.'"
Ashby senator Steve Gough, who
argued against the override and the bill,
said that "to override the executive
council is big in one sense, but to
condemn the administration is
something that we really don't know
too much about."
SGA administrative vice president
Eric Snow said, "Our executive council
will stand on the decision that was
made, regardless..."
The first roll call vote of the year
decided the bill's fate. The vote was
27-19 in favor of the override. The veto
was upheld since 34 votes were needed
to kill it.
The finance committee then brought
five proposals out of committee which
also passed, but with similar
disagreement
The committee voted 6-0 to allocate
$360 to Kappa Kappa Psi, the band
fraternity, to defray the cost of attending
a district convention in Boston. The

original $900 proposal was for a
Boston and a JMU convention, said
Nancy Julius, committee chairwoman.
The proposal was cut because the
group made the JMU convention
mandatory, and the committee thought
that the members could each pay $15
for registration fees, Julius said.
The bill passed unanimously.
The finance committee also amended
a bill proposing allocation of $750 to
Students for America, who sponsored
the recent SDI debate. The committee
recommended that the SGA allocate
only $375 to the group for the debate
because "the fund-raising efforts of the
group didn't justify giving them the full
support for this event," Julius said.
"We didn't feel they fund-raised
enough," she added.
Rob Testwuide, president of Students
for America, argued that the group
hadn't been around long enough to
adequately raise funds.
"We haven't had that much
fund raising, but that's because we've
been around a month," Testwuide said.
Chandler senator John Chrosniak
argued that "the group, being such a
new group,.and taking on such a big
project, should be rewarded for that, and
they shouldn't have to pay for it out of
their fund raising." Chrosniak then
proposed amending the bill be back to

the original $750 proposal.
"I feel that the SGA would be hurling
the student body if they did not fund the
full $750," he added.
The second division vole of the
meeting was called, and the new
amendment was killed by a 24-18 show
of hands with three abstensions. A
division vote is called when there is no
audible majority in a voice vote.
The SGA passed the original $375
proposal.
The senate also allocated $1,074 to
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. to
partially fund their Founders' Day
activities. The original proposal of
$1,353 was reduced to the amended sum
by a 6-0 vote of the finance committee.
"All of the causes asked for were
justified ... we felt that we should
support the group, but we couldn't
justify funding the whole amount,"
Julius said. Funds for a speaker's plane
ticket were cut, she added.
The finance committee also amended
a proposal to allocate $960 to the
National Art Education Association.
The amended bill proposed allocation of
$300 to the group to fund two guest
speakers and a community mural
project. The bill passed by voice vote.
After giving the finance committee
See SGA page 7>

Alpha Phi Alpha celebrates founders week
University president
stresses importance
of commitment to cause

Uniforms, single-file lines
are part of black fraternity
pledge processes at JMU

By Meghan Johnson
stafl writer

Commitment to a cause is an important part of
life, said a visiting speaker here Monday.
"Commitment is as important to your success in
life as preparation," said Dr. Henry Ponder, president
of Fisk University in Nashville, Tennessee.
Ponder gave a speech titled "Achievement
Through Commitment" in Graflon-Stovall Theatre
as part of Alpha Phi Alpha's 81st Founder's Week
celebration.
"In order to achieve you must first be prepared,"
Ponder said. "Then after you are ready, you will go
out and achieve.
"We all get emotional about what's wrong out
there. . . . There's not much help you can do to
people if you need help yourself. Think of that," he
said.
"Insist on getting what is here [at JMU] so that
when you leave here with all of the emotion about
what is wrong, you will have the knowledge to do
something about it," he said.
Ponder credited the establishment of Fisk
University to the commitment of its first students
and George L. White, the school's first treasurer.
A group of former slaves started the first class at
Fisk University in 1866 when educating blacks was
>F

By Meghan Johnson
staff writer

Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN
Dr. Henry Ponder

Illegal in some states. Ponder said.
The school was on the verge of bankruptcy in
1871, he said. White took these students on the road
to earn money to save the unversity, he added.
See PONDER page 7>

Some people might look puzzled when they sec a
silent row of students marching around campus
wearing similar outfits.
But this display of discipline and conformity
represents an intensive process of learning for new
members in JMU's Greek service organizations.
Every semester several of these groups induct
pledges through a stringent process.
James Coleman, a member of Alpha Phi Alpha, a
service fraternity, said pledges arc taught unity by
walking single-file, dressing similarly and spending
most of their study and spare lime together.
The pledge process lasts from four to six we3ks or
longer. Pledges are taught concepts si.th as
parliamentary procedure, leadership, group dynamics
and community service, Coleman said.
"For black males in particular, the pledge process
affords you an opportunity to gain an appreciation
for who you are and for what your capabilities are,"
Coleman said.
"This opportunity gives you that discipline that
you need to go out and make a difference. It teaches
See PLEDGES page 7>
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Carrier visits Spain students, gives support
By Alessandra Griffiths
staff writer

SALAMANCA, Spain — JMU President
Ronald Carrier visited semester abroad students here
in November to "encourage and support the
program."
Carrier and his wife Edith visited Spain the week
of Nov. 2. They were joined by Charles Wampler,
the university rector, and his wife Dorothy.
"I did not come here to evaluate the program. I
just came to let everybody know that I am behind
the program and that it is very important for JMU,"
Carrier said in an interview. "It is a part of our
mission to give students exposure to educational
experiences outside of the United States.
"JMU has also requested the funds for the
development of language programs and also a
program in global awareness to understand the
culture, history and traditions of different people,"
Carrier said.
The University of Salamanca invited Carrier to
stay in Fonseca, a national landmark built in the
16th century. Carrier is the first American
university president to occupy the residence suite at
Fonseca.
Carrier said he wants JMU to become an
international university. He has visited students at
all four semester abroad programs and is now
planning an exchange program with Japan, which
would be geared toward all academic aspects.
Since its early stages. Carrier has been closely
involved with the development of the Semester in
Salamanca program.
The one difference between the program in
Salamanca and the other three semester abroad
programs is that students live with Spanish families
and not in the same building.
'There was the fear that this program would be
disjointed in the sense that the students would not
be living together in a hotel and that [because of
this] there would be no coh^siveness in the sense of
community," Carrier said. \
"Bui, what I found out is that there is an
enormous sense of community here, probably
brought about by the programming and certainly the

Photo ^aurtesy of Kreag Malloy

Dr. Carrier fiddles with the ukulele while v (siting Semester in Salamanca students,
He and his wife, and Mr. and Mrs. Wampler visited all JMU abroad students.
classes. But moreVimportant, the university acts as a
unifying force here. This probably does not happen
in other programs," he said.
Following a cocktail party on the first day of his
visit. Carrier met with the president of the
University of Salamanca, Senior Julio Fermosa.
The presidents exchanged ideas for the future
involving both universities.
Carrier presented the president with a medal
^commemorating the bicentennial of the
Constitution of the United Stales. Fermoso

presented Carrier a medal with the seal of the
University of Salamanca.
The official visit was followed by a dinner
attended by dignitaries of the university.
The second day of Carrier's visit was spent at the
university. In the afternoon Carrier surprised
students by attending classes and asking as many)
questions as the students were.
At a dinner that evening in Fonseca, studentsj

See SPAIN page 7>

Catsup, orange juice, other mysteries unveiled
By Ronda Lennon
staff writer

-

Ever wonder why the catsup in
D-Hall is sometimes thick and other
days it runs like catalina dressing, or
why the orange juice is sweet and
smooth one day and acidic the next?
D Hall's purchasing process is
designed to tyuy food from different
suppliers, said' Hank Moody, director of
contract dining.
The central warehouse for state
agencies in Richmond holds staples like
green beans, coffee and catsup. The first
rule of purchasing is that "if they have
it in the central warehouse we have to
use it," Moody said.
The system usually works well
because products are cheaper, which
keeps the price of food contracts down.
Moody said.
The chief problem is that "you

frequently cannot get products that your
customers want," Moody said.
The purchasing process has two key
steps: the state or an individual buyer
writes a specification, the suppliers
submit bids. The one with the best
price supplies the products for a specific
period of lime.
A generic [no brand name]
specification must be written to order a
product, Moody said. The orders must
include exact specifications for the type
and quantity of ingredients. They
sometimes resemble chemical
equations, he said.
Brand names cannot be used as
specifications, which
further
complicates the process. Moody said.
The purpose of writing specifications
"is to get the quality of good you want
without barring anyone from bidding on
selling it to you. It sounds simple but

it's impossible to do," Moody said.
Moody and Dolly Lawson, the food
purchasing manager, agree that using
brand names could better assure quality
because a big company has a reputation
to protect.
For example, previous specifications
for pepperoni pizza caused some
problems. Moody said.
JMU food services wanted a standard
pepperoni and cheese pizza. The vendors
who won the bid sent pizza with cheese
and vegetable protein.
Moody said they had assumed the '
company would know they wanted real
pepperoni.
They received the real pepperoni, but
cheese food product instead of real
cheese. At the next^bid they specified
real cheese and received 50 percent real
cheese and 50 percent cheese food
product, Moody said.

Finally after another three months
they received the product they originally
wanted. Moody said.
In each case they had to use the pizzas
because the company had won the bid
"fair and square," he said.
Situations like this are not common.
He said 90 percent of the time the
products bought through the state are
acceptable but "when something is not,
it's terrible" and "the problem is we
can't fix it," he said.
"We are legally bound to buy from
• that seller unless we can prove some
fault with the product," Moody said.
This can take weeks bfc months.
Even after a fault is proven, the only
penalty might be that the purchaser
cannot bid for 30 days. Moody said.
Many problems like the pizza
incident come ffom companies that just

See D-HALL page 7>
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donations to the "Food For Families"
Collection Center in any Super Fresh. In
addition, Super Fresh will donate turkeys
and hams. All "Food For Families"
donations will be distributed to needy
families on December 20 by the United
Food and Commercial Workers Union
Local 400. We thank you for helping.
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D-Hall
> (Continued from page 5)

want "to make a buck, win the bid, so
they look at ways to chisel on the
contract," he said.
"They say well we can pass this off.
It's not real cheese but let's run it up
and see if our lawyer can get it
through," Moody said.
Lawson said the pizza incident also
exemplifies what to her is one of the
main problems with the system.
If a fly-by-night company gets the bid
they do not always care about a

problem because they might never work
with you again, Lawson said. If
companies were consistent, they would
have more of a vested interest, and there
would be fewer bidding problems, she
added
Stale regulations allow adjustments
for companies that don't deliver.
Institutions can get a substitute and
charge the company for the price
difference. "But just try it. Wc don't
usually even bother," Moody said.

A real problem in purchasing comes
in "over what wc feel is good quality,"
he said. "We feel wc should be the
judge of what good quality is, not a
purchaser or an official in Richmond
because they don't have to sit and look
the customer face to face like we do."
Moody said the system can be
improved by using brand names to
insure food quality.
Moody said he submitted a proposal
to the Virginia Food .Service
Management Council two years ago

that would allow using brand names as
specifications. The Council, composed
of a group of food service managers
like Moody, approved the plan, but it
never got state government approval.
The plan would have allowed for two
systems of purchasing, Moody said.
One would continue to allow groups to
use the generic specification system,
and the other would limit bidding to
name-brand products which the
Management Council would
prc-approve..

Spain

SGA
>■ (Continued from page 3)

report, Julius announced her resignation
due to an internship opportunity next
semester. Shorts senator Robin Rison
will fill the position.
Buildings and grounds committee
chairwoman Kathy Walsh brought out
two bills which passed by general
consent.
The bills proposed adding an entrance
sign to Cleveland Hall, and better
lighting outside Cleveland and Johnston
Halls. ,
The senate also voted that the SGA and
graduation committee should resolve

> (Continued from page 5)

graduation plans in May of the year
preceding all graduations.
The senate also passed a bill of
opinion in support of King Celebration
1988, in honor of Martin Luther King's
birthday.
• Dingledine senator Lisa Briggs
proposed that the SGA communications
and public relations committee write
letters to the editor of The Breeze and
the Daily News-Record supporting the
King bill of opinion, and publicize the
spcakout and the unity march, two
activities planned for the celebration.
The bill was referred to committee.

dignitaries and other guests were
surprised by the TUNA, which marched
in the dining room and entertained them
well after midnight.
The TUNA is a musical group
consisting of university students who
arc dressed in traditional costumes with
a cape characteristic of previous
competitions they won.
With Carrier's visit, the need for
scholarship funds has become a
necessity since the JMU president
wants every student that is qualified to
participate in future programs in

Salamanca.
"Students suddenly realize that the
world did not begin in the 1960's, that
the world docs have a long history an;!'
that the world is made up of more than
my job and my neighborhood,'' Carrier
said.
Because of the contrast students are
experiencing while in Spain, they will
have a better understanding of their own
nation, Carrier said.
"Part of the JMU program is to
develop people who can respond to a
world that is made up of the Spanish,
the French, the Italians, the Russians,
the Japanese, etc.," Carrier said.

Ponder
>■ (Continued from page 3)
They did this against the advice of the president,
the chairman of the board and his colleagues. Ponder
said. White went because of his commitment to the
university.
Ponder also discussed the "the myth of inferiority"
in black education.

"Education is important, not where you get it," he
said.
The name of the school you attend doesn't matter,
he said. What's important is that you graduate.
"Attending a school is nothing; graduating is
everything," he said.
Ponder encouraged students to develop and use

their education at JMU.
"Here at JMU you have everything you need for
the future. Get it," Ponder said.
He ended his speech with a quote from Martin
Luther King: "Until you have reached the stage that
you are ready to die for a cause, you arc not ready to
live."
1
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.
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Pledges
> (Continued from page 3)

Applications are now being
accepted for the
following 1988-89
Breeze positions:
ft\
i.r>

Oitar ye I P
(Deadline:
January 18, 1988

Editor
Managing Editor
Business Manager

Please send cover letter, resume and clips (no more than three) to
Richard Whitman, Dean of the College of Fine Arts and Communication.
For more information, call Rob Was+ibum, Editor, The Breeze, x6127.

Deadline: Noon, Monday, January 18, 1988
i. . -•

7

you. how to cope in society," he said.
A typical day for the pledges includes eating meals
together and attending four-hour study sessions after
classes.
Evenings are spent learning about the fraternity
and its service activities, and visiting with big
brothers.
The process "helps pledges to understand how to
use their minds to their fullest, how to think under
pressure," Colcman said. "And that's probably the
most important thing."
In addition to teaching members about discipline,
the fraternity sponsors several community projects
including a Thanksgiving food drive, clothing drives
for local needy people, and recreational activities for
area youth.
Colcman added that Alpha Phi Alpha accepts
pledge applications from people of any color or
creed.
The JMU chapter is celebrating it's third annual
Founder's Week [Nov. 30 — Dec. 6) to
commemorate the 81st Founder's Week celebration
of the national organization founded in 1906.
Last year the national organization selected JMl "s
chapter as the highest ranked in the Easfand second
highest in the nation.
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26 DESIGNS

Come in and Check out the Newest
Video Store in Harrisonburg
with a convenient drop box!

THE HOTTEST NEW LOOK FOR WOMEN IN FASHIONABLE
SPORTSWEAR. THERE ARE 35 DIFFERENT PIECES FOR
OVER 100 DIFFERENT LOOKS. ALL BROUGHT TO YOU
AT 30%-40% BELOW RETAIL PRICE.

434 N. Mason St. in the Rose's Complex

ri

BOX OFFICE VIDEO
434 - 8346

COME TO EAGLE HALL ON THURSDAY, DEC. 3
AT 7:00 pm FOR A FREE FASHIONvSHOW AND MORE
INFORMATIONS
ORDERS WILL BE TAKEN IMMEDIATELY.

FREE 1 year membership to students with JMU ID

Sponsored by: Madison Marketing Association

See our ad & coupons in the back
ot JMU

£**■*************** ******************************************!

I*■

1*1

Directory

WE SHIP

UPS

NOT AN AGENT
OF UPS

and

^JB&DEUJ

dN

present

AD TRIVIA
Q. Find the display ad in The Breeze
that says it has "unique gifts."
And win a sub and medium soft drink
of your choice from JM's
How To Win:
Just fill out the coupon below and bring
it to The Breeze office in the basement
of Anthony-Seeger TODAY between
9 a.m. and 2 p.m.
)
The first five people with the correct answer WIN

Students. Faculty, and Staff affiliated with The Breeze are not eligible to win
Winners of Ad Trivia are not eligible to win again this semester.
Entrants must present valid ID to*win

1
T,|fl6r
ft**
*
35,Kenmore
§t
Harrisonburg.
433-2828

ANSWER TO
LAST ISSUE'S
AD TRIVIA:

Zenith
JUIIIT *JiJJ«»««JiJ

kinko's

Cr«at copm GTMt pMPto.
433-9287
HARRISONBURG.VA.

■w
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POLICEFILE
Vandalism at JMU
totals $2,300
over past two weeks
By Kurt Larrick
police reporter

Over $2,300 in theft and property
damage on campus were reported in the
past two weeks, said Alan MacNutt,
director of campus police and safety.
Campus police reported the following:
Larceny
•A van parked in Z-Lot reportedly
was broken into, and property valued at
$1,000 was stolen between 1 a.m. Nov.
16 and 1:30 p.m. Nov. 18, police said.
Items reportedly stolen included a
television set, an equalizer, an AM/FM
cassette radio and a radar detector.
•Also between Nov. 16 and 18, a
Toyota parked in Z-Lot was reportedly
broken into, and items valued at $150
were stolen, police said. Included were
an AM/FM cassette radio and a clock.
•A bookbag and its contents, valued
at $100, reportedly were stolen from the
first floor of Godwin Hall at 5 p.m. Nov.
17, police said. The bag was recovered
in the trash room of Chandler Hall the
next day, without the four dollars cash
in the bag.
• Two wall clocks, valued at $40
each, reportedly were stolen from

Burruss Hall between Nov. 20 and 23,
police said.
•Twenty-six dollars reportedly was
stolen from a locker in the men's swim
team locker room in Godwin Hall
between 2 and 2:45 p.m. Nov. 23, police
said.
• A CB antenna, valued at $25,
reportedly was stolen from a car parked
in Z-Lot Nov. 13, police said.

estimated at $150.
•The windshield of a Honda Accord
parked in X-Lot reportedly was
scratched between Nov. 13 and 23,
police said. The damage is estimated at
$75.
•The antenna of a Porsche parked in
Z-Lot reportedly was broken off
between Nov. 16 and 18, police said.
The value of the antenna is unknown.

Property damage
•A male student, 18, was charged
judicially with destruction of university
property Nov. 21, police said. The man
reportedly broke three light fixtures and
two lightbulbs in a B-section,
second-flopr bathroom in White Hall.
The damage is estimated at $50.
A judicial charge is made when
university policy is violated. The case is
reviewed by university officials. Police
do not release the names of students
charged judicially.

Assault and battery
• Christopher M. Hines, 18, a West
Virginia University student, was
arrested and charged with assault and
battery, and property damage about
1:15 a.m. Nov. 22 in Chappalear Hall,
police said.
Hines reportedly struck a residence
hall staff member with his arm, which
was in a cast. The RA was questioning
Hines about a clock that had been
broken in a foyer in the dorm. When
campus police arrived, they found
Hines hidden in a closet in one of the
dorm rooms.

• A 1987 Nissan reportedly was
walked on the night of Nov. 19-20,
police said. Damage to the trunk, hood
and top totaled $300.
•Campus police discovered damage
to the pavilion behind the Convocation
Center during a routine patrol Nov. 20. A
door, valued at $175, had to be
replaced, police said.
•A glass plate in the front door of Mr.
Chips reportedly was broken the night
of Nov. 21, police said. The damage is

26 DESIGNS
THE HOTTEST NEW LOOK IN FASHION SPORTSWEAR
FOR WOMEN. OVER 100 DIFFERENT OUTFITS AT
30%-40% BELOW RETAIL VALUE. A GREAT
CHRISTMAS GIFT OR JUST FOR YOURSELF.
COME TO EAGLE HALL ON THURSDAY, DEC. 3 rd
AT 7:00 pni FOR A FREE FASHION SHOW AND MORE
INFORMATION.
ORDERS WILL BE TAKEN IMMEDIATELY.

Sponsored by: Madison Marketing Association
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(beside the new location of Town and Campus Records)

Driving under the Influence
• Student Eric B. Borgersen. 19, of
Mechanicsburg, Pa., was arrested and
charged with DUI about 2:30 a.m. Nov.
20 at the intersection of Madison and
Bluestone drives, police said.

Drunk in public
•A male student, 18, was arrested
and charged with DIP about 12:30 a.m.
Nov. 21 on Newman Drive, police said.
The student reportedly was seen"
kicking the side of a university vehicle.
•A male student, 18, was arrested
and charged with DIP about 2:15 a.m.
Nov. 22 on Bluestone Drive near
WVPT-TV. police said.
• A male non-student was charged
with DIP and petty larceny about 4 a.m.
Nov. 22 in W-Lot, police said. The man
reportedly was carrying a keg stolen
from Greek Row.
•Three juvenile male non-students
were arrested and charged with DIP
about 11:30 p.m. Nov. 24 in X-Lot,
police said.
Police do not release the names of
juveniles who have been arrested.
• Two non-student males were
charged with DIP and were given
trespass notices about 12:30 a.m. Nov.
25, police said. The two men reportedly
tried to grab a female student as she
crossed the railroad tracks on
Bluestone Drive. She pointed the men
out to campus police officers who
chased them down and arrested them.
• A male non-student, 26, was
arrested and charged with DIP about 1
a.m. Nov. 29 at the intersection of
Bluestone Drive and Port Republic
Road, police said.
Underage
consumption
of
alcohol
• A female student was charged
judicially with underage consumption
about 11:30 p.m. Nov. 19 in Ikenberry
Hall, police said. When the rescue
squad arrived, two students reportedly
were with her in a third-floor bathroom
trying to keep her from choking on her
vomit. She was taken to Rockingham
Memorial Hospital.

Sherwood Capital Incorporated is a major brokerage firm
with over 30 offices coast to coast. We will be interviewing
on campus Friday, Dec. 4.
>

Most Books 50% or More Off Retail
Literature — History — Art —
Music — Modern Fiction
Business and Economics
PLUS MUCH MORE
59 S Liberty St.
Harrlsonburg, Va

•In a related case, a female student,
18, was charged judicially with providing
false information to a university official.
She knew where Hines was but refused
to tell police, police said.

•Non-student Clay B. Caricofe, 18, of
Bridgewater, was arrested and charged
with DUI at 1:45 a.m. Nov. 26 on
Bluestone Drive, police said.
• Non-student Duchess Phyllis
Marshall, 31, of Charlottesville, was
arrested and charged with DUI and
possession of marijuana about 12:15
a.m. Tuesday at the intersection of
South Main Street and Madison Drive,
police said.

10-6,

Manager:
Local office now hiring:
Falls Church, VA
James R. Guntie,Jr.
(703) 845-4200
(Washington D.C. area)
If you want to explore an exciting career as a sales
representative in the securities industry, see your career
guidance office.
Interested students may also attend our career seminar
in Room D at the Warren Campus Center on Friday, Dec 4
from 3-4:30 p.m.
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More IS Better
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More
Room
Spacious
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4 Bedroom Townhouse*
„/2 1/2 baths in each
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More Annuities
I ... ru» in most units
, private balconies and P
, Complete!) furnished and
luxunousU appointed
. Wall to wall carpeline
• European kitchens wrtn
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Caihedral ceiling wi* clerestoi
won
all top
top now
now ■■»"
units
windows
on all

More lun
• swimming Pool

• Hot Tub
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No One Offers You More /
Call Madison Manor today
for rental information
and reservations.
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The Hipsters

434-6166

3§

tnHS

raS

community
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The Hipsters

i^l^^lJlH tt over non-alcoholic nlghtlgggfeg

©ASK

P®U3

U®©K

Anderson Brothers
has the
$1,000,000 advantage
-

Sell us your textbooks between
December 11-18 and you could
.
be a winners

Receive a game piece for each te^book you bring to us
or request one in writing, and we can tell vou
immediately if you are a winner. The mo e textbooks
you have the greater chance you have to win
EXTENDED HOURS 830
8*n a. i o ™
.
m to 8:00pm
18,ft Qn rt/w .

South Main Street
g&sw 1820
FOGS mmm
«-»«eei

&%±
nann
4J4-3600

©ASM
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CLASSIFIED
FOR RENT
Female wanted to share room in tun-filled
house, 2 blocks from campus, $136/month,
spring semester. Call 433-0997. Feel free
to check it and us out at 547 S. Mason St.
Hunters Ridge Condominiums ■ units for
lease and/or sale Call the office 434-5150
Willow Hills - New furnished 4 BR apts., 2
full baths, private entrance to BRs, W/D.
S185/BR, utilities included. Good parking,
city transit, lease available from date of
rental to end of school- term. Call
433-1717.

Rent My RM Spring Semester - Live in a
great house, with beautiful, exciting
housemates, in an excellent location.
$145/mo. or best offer. (What a deal!)
Free loft 4 furniture included. (Wow!) 445
S. Main St. Call 433-3449, Steve.
Roommate Needed - Non-smoking male, own
RM in furnished 3 BR townhouse. All
appliances, pool. $l35/mo. + 1/3 utilities.
433-8490.
Beautiful! Large RM, great location 3
blocks from campus. 2 blocks from
downtown. Lease runs through May, nfl
obligation for summer rental. Great RM for
1 or 2. Call 433-3449, Suzanne.

Huge BR For Rent Next Semester to a
non-smoking female in a house 3 blocks tram
campus, WrtD, in-ground pool, ideal location.
$150/mo + utilities. Call Charlene,
433-9886.

We Need Roommates! 1-2 people. Close to
campus, 680 S. Mason St. Spacious, own
RM, W/D, furnished. Interested? Call 4336904. Ask for Sue or Denise.

Female Wanted To Share 4 BR Hunters
Ridge apt. $182/mo. + utilities. For details
call Jimi at 433-8483.

Female Wanted For University Court - Own
RM! Only 2 others. Very easy going
roommates! Non-smoker. W/D, pool. Call
Laural, 433-3113.

University Place Completely Furnished
Condos - 3 4 4 BR with 2 baths, equipped
kitchen, W/D, microwave. Available Jan 1 to
May 31st or Aug. 15th. $170-200/mo. No
pets. 433-8822.

Need $ For X-Mas? $310 cash now to take
over lease. Female needed. Own RM. Large
University Court townhouse. Miki,
433-0410.

Large RM In "Grogg" House available now.
Call Leslie, 433-1021.

Female - Shank Apts. $i20/mo. + utilities.
Own BR, unfurnished. Call Pam, 434-0023.

RM For Responsible, Non-Smoking Female
Madison Manor, 434-7457.

Big BR On Campbell St. For Spring
Semester - Fully furnished, male or female.
$160/mo. + utilities. 433-0945, Paul.

Female Housemate Needed to share
townhousewfith 2 JMU girts. Own BR, W/D,
DW, Ded-May or Dec-Aug, $150/
negotiable1 + 1/3 utilities. Call 433-0652

Housemate Needed - Available spring
semester. $105/mo. Forest Hill. Call
434-2675.

College Station - Spring semester, female,
own RM,$175/mo. 433-6372.
Own RM Female - $i34/mo. + utilities.
W/D, DW, pool, tennis courts 4 bus service.
Call Pat, 434-4647, leave message.
Available 2nd Semester For Female - All
utilities included. 2 blocks from campus.
Call 434-7685.
Anxious! Can't Go To Paris Without You!
Need to sublet Madison Square Apt. fully
furnished townhouse, W/D, AC, microwave.
1 RM available for 1 or 2 females. Rent
negotiable. Call now, 434-8673.
Female -Hunters Ridge, own BR $l82/mo.
+ utilities. Katry, 433-5155.
Forest HH Townhouses Roommate needed
for 5 BR luxury house. Private RM, laundry
RM, 3 stories, AC. Call Ed at 234-8440.

N

searching? Need females to share master
Bto fully furnished Forest Hill townhouse.
W/D, AC. $135. Call Mary or Denise,
433-6894.
1 Free Month, No Rtnl 71 February! 1 mate
needed to share fully furnished RM in
Madison Manor. W/D, pool, weight RM,
tennis courts, smokers welcome. Only
$i45/mo. + utilities, after free month.
Interested? CaH Dan at 434-5685.

1 BR In 2 BR Townhouse For Spring
Semester - $205 + utilities. W/D included.
No deposit required. Prefer older or
graduate student. X6581 days or
433-6210 evenings.
Own RM & Private Bath - University Place,
other RMs in condo available. Prefer girls.
Move in Dec. 17. 1/2 mile to campus.
$200/mo. Call 433-7807. Soon!
Direct Bus Service To Campus - Female
roommate, Hunters Ridge 4 BR, $l82/mo.
+ utilities. Call Kelly, 433-5635.
2 Males Needed To Share Madison Manor
Apt. Master BR, $145/mo. + utilities. Call
434-1954.

2 RMs For Rent - Double occupancy master
BR, $100 each; single RM $125. 12 minute
walk from campus. Call 433-6316.
Female Roommate Needed To Sublet
Spring Semester - Campus Condos,
$145/mo. ♦ utilities. Cal Ann, 433-1932.
Very close to campus.
Looking For Clean, Furnished Place To Uve
near campus with W/D & microwave? Male
or female for single or double room available
in Madison Square. Call Melanie at
433-9996.

Free $50 Bill To Female JMU student who
subleases apt. Call collect 703-248-2504.
2 Females To Share 4 BR Hunters Ridge
Apt. Own BR, $182/mo. + utilities. For
more info, call Erika, 434-6583.

FOR SALE
Female Housing Contract for spring
semester. Call Vicki at x4998
2 Female Housing Contracts - Call x5927.
Male Housing Contract for spring
semester. Free! Call Bob at x7250.
Nikkormat FT3 35 MM SLR Camera with
lens & flash. $150. Phone 434-0483.
Brother CE-40 Correctronic Typewriter
Like new, needs tape, daisy wheel Worth
$200, must sell for $75. Kim, 433-5037
or P.O. 4026.
Royal Electronic Typewriter - Like new
Call 896-6181.
1981 Datsun 510 SW - 4 speed, am/fm
cassette, 1 owner, runs great. $1500.
337-8585.
Love Seat - With pattern of rust, brown 4
beige, accented by wicker end pieces. $50.
Call 289-9889, 6-10 pm.
4 U2 Tickets for sale at Hampton, Dc. 11 4
12. Call x7433.
U2 Tickets - 15th row in Hampton. Call Jim,
433-7701.

LOST & FOUND
Lost Nov. 12 Blue Travel Bag containing
running wear. If found, call David,
433-3350..
Lost Blue Jean Jacket In Miller Auditorium
Tues., Nov. 24 after Chemistry 131. If
found, please call Debbie, X4915.
If Anyone Who Attended The Young
Democrat party has a brown leather jacket
that they accidently picked up, call x5807.
No questions asked.
Missing Nlshikl Ml Bike - Metal light maroon
frame with chrome fork, 2 water bottles 4
cages, black plastic seat with holes, knobby
tires, 18 speed, camouflage handle bar pads
4 top tube pad. Taken Saturday night from
Liberty St. near Court Square. $50
reward, contact Harrisonburg Police.
SERVICES
We Do Radiator Flush & Fills & More at
Jiffy Lube, across from Valley Mall! No
appointment necessary!
Resumes That Work! Get ready for those
interviews now. Professionally written/
typeset quality. Visa/MC/Check.
433-3063, it's worth it.
Easy Tan - Tan 4 relax with our latest
Sontegra suntanning system. 5 beds. 32
Miller Circle, behind RJ's Deli. 434-0808.
Call for appointment. Mon.-Fri., 6:45 am-8
pm. Sat., 6:45 am-12 noon.
Horizon Sure Tan is a professional Tanning
Center. 434-1812

Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps For $44
through the US government? Get the facts
today! 1-312-742-1142, Ext. 5090.

Typing Service - 24 years experience,
$1.75/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.

WANTED

Typing Service - $Vpg. for double spaced
433-8713.

The JMU ArcheoJogical Research Center is
hiring part-time 4 full-time lab workers to
wash & sort artifacts. Apply in person at
Steele House or call X6159 to speak with
the laboratory director.

Typing - Resumes, research, term papers.
$1/pg. 249-5952.

Food Service Help Needed - Fast order
cooks, cashiers, bus people 4 kitchen help.
Seasonal employment, full & part time,
skiing & recreation privileges. Inquire by
phone at 703-289-9441, Ext. 5033 or
5031 or apply in person at Massanutten
Village.

Too Busy To Type Your Reports? Call
Office Pros, 434-1620 for fast, friendly,
quality word processing. Reasonable prices,
disk storage.

Temporary Part-Time Help Needed
beginning Dec. 7-18. Hours open 8 30 am 8 pm. Cashiers, stock people. Apply to
Anderson Brothers, 1820 S. Main St. See
Mr, Curry.
Pool Managers/Assistants - Positions open
lor community swim clubs in Fairfax County
for summer '88. Top pay in area. Call for
interview during Christmas break at (703)
323-9334.
Hiring! Government jobs, your area.
$15,000-68,000. Call 602-838-8885, Ext.
4707.

Professional Typing/Word Processing Call Donna Bodkin, 879-9294.

Discover The Country Place just 1 hr. north,
completely furnished 2 BR chalet, 5 BR
lodge, fireplaces, waterbed. Available over
holidays. Call Gail Price, Communication
Dept. or 1-743-4007 evenings.
The Widow Kip's B&B - Mt. Jackson.
Woodburning fireplaces all BRs. Canopy
beds, separate cozy cottage. $45-65 for 2
with breakfast. 703-477-2400.
Electrolysis - Permanent Hair Removal by
certified electrologist. Also waxing.
433-6270.
Permanent Hair Removal - Advance
Electrolysis. For appointment call
433-9444.
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SAVE SANTA'S
CHILDREN
JUST BfcCAUSE WE BOUGHT A FEW LOUSY PRESENTS ON CREDIT
SANTA'S FORCIOSING OUR ONLY HOPE IS TO WORK EXTRA
HARD AND EARN ENOUGH TO PAY FOR THE FOG LIGHTS WE
BOUGHT FOR HIS SLED
PLEASE HELP US! ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
ONE OF THESE JOLLY SPECIALS
PERMS $35,00 w/cut (.Reg $42 00)

HI-LIGHTING $29.00 w/cut (Reg $3400)
WHERE ELSE CAN YOU SAVE THE CHILDREN. SAVE YOURSFLF
SOME MONEY AND LOOK BEAUTIFUL ALL AT THE SAME TIME
PLEASE HURRY, WE CAN ONLY OFFER THESE SPECIAL RATES
THRU CHRISTMAS

head first
hoircutters
1628 SOUTH MAIN

MON 9-8
TUE 9-8
WED 9-5

BESIDE "NAUTILUS"

THU 9-6
FRI 9-5
SAT 9-5

433-6643

OFFER ONL Y VALID WITH THIS AD AND CAN NOT BE USED WITH ANY
OTHER DISCOUNT

is

NON RETURNABLE BOTTLE,
DIET CAFFEINE FREE COKE,
CAFFEINE FREE COKE,

Dorito's
Corn Chips no
KELLOGG'S

Corn
Flakes

99

12 <*

"AS A0VERTISE0 ON TV
FROZEN AVONDALE

nd

2™ ANNUAL NIGHT
OF
CULTURAL TALENT
Thursday, Dec. 3

Orange
Juice

12 oz.

FRESH MADE

69< ,,,.99

$199

Glazed
Donuts

6-PAK 12-0Z. CANS

t

$179

18-o/.
Doz.

KROGEB

Christmas
Bear

*& -l

Each

v?

Grafton-Stovall Theatre

Diet Coke
or Coca Cola

9

"■% $A99

7 p.m.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
EXTRA FANCY

Tickets: $1.00 in advance
$1.50 at the door

Washington
Red Delicious Apples

O ibs.

X

"New For The Holidays"
♦sponsored by
the ALPHA PHI ALPHA FRATERNITY

Wine Coolers

&

4--12-or Btls

the UPB CULTURAL AWARENESS COMMITTEE

MATILDA BAY

FROM ADOLF COORS

Winterfest Beer
6--12-OI. Btls

?

0S£

■■■■-:■•
fOUW* CA8WNIT
5AUVIGNON SAlA'iGMDN BLANC

;

Robert Mondavi Wines
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Learn To Dive • Kathy's Scuba, Hwy. 11
North. Call 433-3337.
Picture Framing To Fit Any Budget Tom's Custom Framing. 879-9015.
Battery Supply - Brand name quality at
wholesale prices. 434-5155.

HELP WANTED
Paying Cash For Baseball & Football Cards
- 433-8811.
Adoption - Happily married couple unable
to have children of their own wishes to
provide loving home for infant. All fees
paid. Strictly legal & confidential. Call
collect (202) 244-0257.
Adoption - Loving, financially secure couple
wish to adopt white newborn. All medical
expenses paid. Legal & confidential. Please
call Priscilla & Ed collect (703) 534-3720.
Adoption - Happily married couple,
physician & psychologist, deeply wish to
adopt white newborn. Very warm loving
family circle, opportunities. Completely
legal & personal. Call Ellie & Alan collect
212-724-7942.
Drummer Wanted for good-time party
band. Call Karl, 433-6309.

Jon Aldom - AXA has never had a better
Pledge! I'm so proud of you! Love, Your Big
Sister.
WJMR
Classic Rook Night

Tradition On The Quad Continues - x mas
tree lighting, Dec. 11th.
JMU Today - Talent auditions, Dec. 7,5 pm,
Harrison Annex, TPC, x6759.
Something Different? Midnight bowling at
Valley Lanes. Friday, midnight-3 am, all you
can bowl for $5. Proceeds benefit music
scholarships. ^

Ride Needed To Williamsburg Fri , Dec. 4
Call Kristie, x4664.

Football #65 - J'aurais toujours faim de
toi! Tess

This Friday - All Ages

All Ages Admitted
La%t Chrysalis Submission I This Saturday,
1-5, at the Chrysalis Trailer.

Battery Supply - Brand name quality at
wholesale prices. 434-5155.

"JMU Today" Wants You - Auditions, Dec.
7,5 pm, Harrison Annex, TPC, x6759.

Classic Rock At Players

Sponsored By WJMR
EX - Thanks for the serenade. You're a
class act. Can't wait till Friday. Carol & the
girls. PS. We're AXs.

Friday At Players

Steve Wagner - Your KI Big Sister loves
you!
T=

■

Need Extra Cash For Christmas? Sell your
books at Anderson Brothers, 1820 S. Main.
Cultural Awareness & Alpha Phi Alpha
Talent Show Tonight!

Last Chrysalis Submission! This Saturday,
1-5, at the Chrysalis Trailer.

*

Rich B. - You're an awesome nK<J> Pledge!
Stay psyched! Your Big Sis. i

Andrew Palmer - Happy 2nd anniversary! I
love you! Lisa

Final Tradition On Quad - Christmas Tree
Lighting, Dec. 11th.

Good Luck Brad - Uff da, it will be
beautiousness!

Mike Brown - You're the sexiest freshman in
the world!

Wanna Be On TV? Audition, Dec. 7, 5 pm,
Harrison Annex, TPC. x6759.

Pats - Only 2 more days! You deserve it
more than anyone! You're terrific & I love
you lots. YBS, Janice.

Bill - Well, here it is, you're smarter than I
am. Ha, ha. P.S. Liz says burp. You know
who.

Are You Tired Of Showering In Scum? If
so, call Kerry, x7377, or Kim, x4205, &
have ASA Pledges clean your bathroom.
Public: Eagle, Shorts, Greek houses, $10.
Semi-private: Village, $5. Private:
Bluestone, Wine-Price, $3.

Last Chrysalis Submission! This Saturday,
1-5, at the Chrysalis Trailer.

PERSONALS
Last Chrysalis Submission! This Saturday,
1-5, at the Chrysalis Trailer.

Get Hard! Iron World freeweight gym is
now open. Close to campus, above Calhoun's
in CourtjS^uare. Modern equipment.
434-99J

Kelly Adalr - Congratulations on winning
new Panhellenic president-elect! ArA
We Love You Baby Violets! HI
Cultural Awareness & Alpha Phi Alpha
Talent Show Tonight!
Cash For Booksl Sell them at Anderson
Brothers, 1820 S. Main.

Be Discovered! Talent auditions, Dec. 7, 5
pm, Harrison Annex, TPC, x6759.
Annual Christmas Tree Lighting Dec. 11th
at 7 pm.
Sam Barnes - Can you give 19 another
chance? You suprised me. I'm confused now,
butSJimes drunker.
Marching Royal Dukes! Fantastic season!
Get psyched for your semi-formal!
B. Lee - Happy 21st birthday! From the
Pargos Gang.

X-Mas Tree On The Quad - Dec. 11th at 7
pm.

ATA - Get ready for Christmas Cocktail
Saturday night. Mistletoe Madness1

Fred - Happy birthday! Looking (onward to
tomorrow. Love ya, Mumphrey.

Dirty D - Better clean up your act now that
you're 21! Can't wait tor Saturday! Love,
Shark, Nerd, Lita, Trisha.

Freshman Class Meeting - Tonight, 8:30
pm, Burruss RM 14.

Baby Violets - Only 2 more days till
initiation! We can't wait to call you Sisters!
Ill
IK/AIA - Tequila & beer, oooh dat's
nishhh. Party Saturday.

John - the sexiest Chippendale - Happy
Dee-Bee Anniversary (Both of theml) I love
you. Amy
Phi Chi Theta will sponsor IMF speaker at
Duke A-200, Thursday, 7 pm
MJR - Contrary to private beliefs before
Thanksgiving, The Team lives on!
Got a special, heartwarming or unusual
Christmas memory? We'd like to hear it for
a holiday feature story. Call The Breeze at
x6127 and leave your name and number.
Spud - Thanks for helping me with my
paper. You saved my life. I owe you a big
one; nothing sexual was meant by that. I love
you, Mark.
KWE - Thank you for taking care of me
when I was sick. I'll return the favor I love
you!M
Erik • Happy belated 21st birthday! Hope
you had as much fun as I did... Pargos, cake,
champagne. Can't wait to see you again.
Love, Cathy.
Tlge - Your girlfirend is so cute!

Need Money? Sell your books to Anderson
Brothers, 1820 S. Main.

Send Christmas Candygrams - Today,
Harrison, 9 am - 4 pm. Great (inexpensive!)
gift!

Ar Sisters - Get set for one helluva party
Friday! Pledges

Deb - Cheer up. Things aren't that bad.
Realty.

Baby Violets - You've done an awesome job
as Pledges! Only 2 more days left. We're so
proud of you! £££

Smelli Gelll - 23 is right around the comer!
Have a super birthday! We love you! 1396L,
Your home.

WJMR Plays Classic Rock this Friday at
Players. All ages.

Cathy - A little "Sun 'n' Fun" would really
be nice.

AIA-Warnlng - IK can be dangerous. Be
prepared to party Saturday.
To All Ar Seniors - Your Secret Hannahs
love you!
WJMR Plays Classic Rock this Friday at
Players. All ages.
Cultural Awareness 4 Alpha Phi Alpha
Talent Show Tonight!
BMW -1 missed your hugs last weekend! I'm
looking forward to Christmas with you.
Love, VW.
Anne Hager - You're a goddess! Love, Kellie
& Michelle.
Melissa-I love you. Mark

B. Let - Big 21, 8 pointer. Get off! Fly high!
"Watch your six." The Animals 60K.

$8% V®cy ix^ja©^©^
IN, KI, IPE, AXA, III, I"IK4>, AXI

Buttons • Posters • Crystals
Unusual Notecards A Postcards
New & Used Paperbacks
1988 Calendars & Christmas Cards

- Thanks for supporting Anchorsplash. Ar
had a great time, hope you did too!

Stephanie Teeley - To my spastic Little
Sister! Get ready for initiation! Love, Your
Spastic Big Sister!

Experience All This & More At

To Brothers & Little Sisters of LCA •
Congratulations on such a successful rush1
FSU just ain't JMU, but 'No less are OK. I
miss all of you & I hope to hear from you
soon! Love, Michele Kersey.
Bobby Watts - What a cool Little Brother!
You know who

1433-1155

49-B West Water Street
Across From Spanky's
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■Leigh Rubin

RUBES

CALVIN AND HOBBES
TM GOING TO BE "WE NEXT
HOODIHI! T\E ME TO THIS
CHA\R AND r—-j.^ ^

I'll ESCME!Tp2

BillWatterson

TIE THE KNOTS TIGHTER.
DONT MAKE \T 33 EASN fOR
ME. TIE W FEET, TOO.

ALL RIGHT,
LET'S SEE,
•(00 GET'

cur OF

H

HM THEREAT
CALMINl CAN
ESCAPE EROM

\ CALVIN. DIHHERTME!
Id*
s^*

u^
*_r
^vv»"^
SWULDLTELlTlLLBE(M>ff)
HER tW'PE TIED CWTOFHERE
(R&) IN NO
UP AT THE
MOMENT, HP,UA? TIME.. GOSH,
L CANT EVEN
MCNE.

W* DINNERS

•Wxfij

SETTING COO).
CALVIN!

V

7 GOOD THING
10UW.W1NGTWSI
UEREBEfOBE
10U TR\ED V
UNDER YJMER.

I know we re late for dinner bul I jusl can I
gel inis stupid eyeliner on ngnt'

MMF' GGGK.1 ITS
MOUSE. WD
BETTER UNITE ME
I CAttT ESCME

LETS SEE. THIS END GOES
IN HERE. M©MfcUNP OVER
THERt. NOUKNOW, KNOTS N£

f«errs TR\CW.

irr PULL

ArWTWfe

IT SHOW).,

^WRUM.'

HUBSNUP.

CAWIN. MS IS THE IAST QiMCE
TOR DINNER.' GET CONN WERE'.
*—
"
——-^,
"SITTlGUT/'HAHA1
I'LL GET SOUR
CUB SCOOT MMWto../ I DON'T

*'"*£

•m*

COLLEGIATE CROSSWORD-

SponsoredBy

BILL'S

SHOP

-^CV***AJL
ACROSS
1
trial (1925)
7 Gem resembling a
beetle
13 Writer of "Breakfast at Tiffany's
14 Mr. Mann

45 Hermit

47
48
50
51
52

Common prefix
Actress Theda
Laminated rock
Statistics measure
Cabell or Slaughter

53

Lawn,
Illinois
"West Side Story"
character
Smaller
Repeating
Odd
Make invalid
Awards
Ground up by
rubbing

15 Certain teeth
16 Paints

54

18
19
21
22
23
25
26
27
29
30

55
58
60
61
62
63

32
34
35
36
40
44

Actor Warner
"My Gal
'
The Beehive State
majesty
Ziegfeld workers
Surfeit
Explosive
Baby's footwear
A Kennedy
Ocean animal
(2 wds.)
Dual-purpose
coucnes
Recede
African antelope
Worked at the
circus
Insect larvae
George's lyricist

of downtown Harrisonburg
10 Plant branch
11 Recording-tape
material
12 Tardy
15 NFL team
17 Loses hair
20 School subject
23 Georgia product
24 Entrance to the
ocean (2 wds.)
27 Best-selling book
28 Irish dramatist
31 Pants part
33 Software error
36 Agreed

A

DOWN

N

1 Type of triangle
2 Card game

3 Express an opinion
4 "On Golden
'
5
6
7
8
9

Summer in Soissons
Class meeting
Bombarded
.
Prisoner
Coach Parsegh'an

S
W
E
R

©toward Julius

-

Collegiate CW8723
ikf•••tli

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
46
49
51
54
56
57
53

Element #92
French river •
Works with cattle
Farm job
Do hospital work
Prepared for boxing
French legislature
Pasture sound
Made inquiry
French revolutionist
Prefix for byte
Shrub genus
Electric
Prefix; three
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Seigh & Co. to premiere concert tonight
By Mary Michalski
staff writer

Meet William Seigh, who remembers
lying on his living room floor as a
child watching dancers on television and
exclaiming, "God, that's something that
would be fun to do."
A visitor in his home replied, "Sure,
as something to do as an avocation but
not a vocation."
As a new assistant professor in the
Department of Theater and Dance and
the new director of the Repertory
Touring Company, Seigh said, "I'd love
to tell that lady today that I'm dancing
as a vocation and I'm very happy."
Seigh began dancing at 17 in a
production of "Bye Bye Birdie."
"I started dancing in a musical theater
so that 1 could be with my girlfriend
over the summer who was in the
show."
More than romance blossomed for
him that summer. A new career
opportunity greeted the talented
teenager. "The following summer I
found work as the assistant
choreographer for "Oklahoma". The
following summer I choreographed
"Fiddler on the Roof," and then
"Mamc" the next summer for a group
of area high schools."
Seigh began taking dance classes his
senior year of high school. He danced
"largely because it was where I found
work," and, he admitted, "I was very
happy dancing."
After studying a variety of dance
forms, Seigh recalled, "What I first
loved was musical theater dance and jazz
dance. Now I've found a modem form I
enjoy. I'm most happy now teaching
and performing modern dance. It
encompasses everything — can have
musical dance and jazz flavor."
While pursuing a psychology degree
at San Francisco State University,
Seigh continued to take dance classes
and perform in dance companies.
"While I was pursuing other things,
dance always kept drawing me back. By
the lime I was a senior, I had taken
enough dance classes to gel a BA degree
in psychology and also in PE/dance."
He quit dancing in 1978 to study
dance therapy^af the University of
Wisconsin/aTMadison. "Dance therapy
served a/ a bridge to use both areas
(psychology and dance] since what I
loved to do was dance and teach." But
somehow he still could not escape the
rhythm tapping in his soul. During his
stay at Wisconsin he soon found
himself in another company
Between 1980 and 1982, Seigh -aught

dance at Wichita State University. It
was there, he said, that he realized "that
teaching dance was where my happiness
was best found."
He soon discovered his love for
performing in the Nancy Spanier Dance
Theater Company, which he joined in
1982. "In Colorado with Nancy, I
finally learned to love performing and
saw it as more than a technical
exposition. I actually began looking
forward to the next show."
While dancing in Spanier's company,
Seigh enrolled in the University of
Colorado at Boulder, where he
completed his MFA last spring.
What pointed his dancing feel in the
direction of Harrisonburg, Va.?
"JMU offered me the chance to teach
academics, choreograph and perform. I
was dancing professionally and I really
like teaching academics, but it's

difficult to find private studios to teach
academics."
Besides teaching modern dance
technique and jazz technique here, Seigh
has succeeded Kate Trammel as director
of the Repertory Touring Company.
Trammel is pursuing her MFA at
Temple University in Philadelphia.
Seigh is not a novice at directing a
company. He began his first company,
the Quintessence Dance Theater, in
1985 in Boulder, Colo.
"What I like about having a company
is the process," he said. "In the
rehearsal everything is born. The
richness of the group relationship is
born. I found in Boulder and at JMU the
chance to do in-depth work that's so
physical, challenging, exciting and
creative with an intimate group of
people you can respect and laugh with.
It's a wonderful place."

The Repertory Touring Company
serves two functions, as indicated by
the group's name — repertory and
touring. About the repertory goals,
Seigh commented, "The hope is to
build a repertory of works of local and
national choreographers-and a variety of
works so that different styles can be
seen by JMU students and others more
than once. Often dances are seen once
and then lost."
Discussing the company's touring
aspirations, Seigh said, "We're basically
willing, in fact anxious, to go
anywhera^hat there's an interest to see
our work. The company wants to do
lecture demonstrations in elementary
schools, high schools, colleges, adult
organizations, as well as do fully
produced concerts."
At this time, the company is booked
See SEIGH page 18>•

Start photo by LAWRENCE JACkSdk
Under the direction of William Seigh, the JMU Repertory Touring Company will give a dance concert in Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre tonight through Saturday.

t
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Staunton school welcomes JMU student aid
By Andrea Smart
Staff writer
Cartoon characters like Miss Piggy, Garficld and
the Pink Panther decorate the silent halls of the
pre-adolescent unit. Only 15 minutes earlier, these
halls were filled with children scurrying to take
advantage of their last few minutes of "play time."
Now it is "quiet time." All of the children are in
their rooms, where they must stay for 30 minutes.
Behind the closed doors, the advisors can still hear
their whispering voices.
Quiet time is one of the daily routines for the
children who reside at the DcJamette Center.
Located in Staunton, the DeJarnette Center, is an
institution for emotionally disturbed and autistic
children between the ages of 2 and 18. It was founded
in 1932 as an adult psychiatric facility, but in 1972
was converted to a center for children with behavioral
disorders.
The center, which is operated by the
Commonwealth of Virginia, has four units: the
early/middle childhood unit, the pre-adolescent unit,
the adolescent unit and the autism unit. Each unit has
trained personnel working with the children according
to their needs and disabilities.
"Working with these kids can be a new experience
every day," said Scott Trice, an advisor in the
pre-adolescent unit. "You never quite know what to
expect."
The DeJarnette Center has a wide variety of
treatment programs for emotionally disturbed
children.
The center also accepts persons with special
symptom disorders like anorexia nervosa.
The average length of stay for the children is about
six months.
"A lot of kids make repeat stays at the center," said
Marc Goor, the center's director of education. "The
majority don't have real homes; they only have foster
homes, and some don't even have that. When they act
up there, where else can they go but back to us?"
The children are prescreened through community
health centers before being admitted to the center, and
some are placed there by the juvenile court systems.
As quiet time ends, the children on the
pre-adolescent unit file out of their rooms for an
afternoon snack of graham crackers and juice. One
child pours the juice into Dixie cups while two
others argue over who will open the box of crackers.
"You got to last time; this time it's my turn," one
child says as he pulls the box out of the other's
hands. Trice interrupts their argument and sternly
gives them other responsibilities such as making sure
that all of the children on the unit are out of their
rooms and in the lounge area.

The DeJarnett Center Is an institutional
facility for emotionally disturbed and autistic children.
.»

Staff Dhotos by CATHY UDELL
JMU special education major Margaret Smith works with T. J. Moss.
The hallways slowly fill up with children, some
rubbing their eyes awake and others darting towards
the lounge.
Trice and the other advisors can't always be in the
right place when they are needed. As advisor Teresa
Holland says, "An extra hand or two around here is
always welcome, because we usually have our hands
full."
This is one reaon why the staff at the DeJarnette
Center has welcomed JMU special education students
with open arms since 1972.
"Working at the center is a wonderful way to gain
practicum credits and field experience with
emotionally disturbed kids," explained SPED advisor
Dr. David Herr. He encourages his students to take
full advantage of the learning experience offered to
them at the DeJarnette Center.
There are two different ways for a student to
become involved with the center. One is to take a
practicum and work there part time. The other is to
student teach full lime.
Once they begin working at the center, students
become acquainted with the children in the unit to
which they are assigned. Students work along with
advisors in organizing activities and teaching
academic skills. Some tutor the children in their
school work, while others help with crafts.
They also record the children's reward and
punishment points. These are points that are given or
taken away according to behavior. When a child
accumulates a certain number of points, he or she
receives special priviliges and in some cases is
allowed to go home for a weekend. Some of the
children at the center do have stable family homes in
which they can visit from time to time. In situations
where a child has shown great improvement, he or
she has been allowed to return home permanently.
Visiting home is always very exciting for the
children. As one child says to an advisor, "Look, I
got mc no bad checks this week, only good ones. Do

you think I could go home Friday?" Suddenly a smile
stretched across his face, and he ran. back to his
friends, knowing that the answer was "yes."
Holland said, "The children seem to really take to
the students as teachers that come here. Wc have only
had good results in the past with them."
Sometimes the student teachers work out so well
that a problem develops when it comes time for them
to leave. They only come to the center to teach for a
certain number of weeks. When they leave, some of
the children do not completely understand why, and
feel hurt and confused.
The children are not the only ones who have these
feelings; the students develop them also. "I really
hated to leave the kids at the center," said former
practicum student Melody Ford, "I came to care very
much for them. You can't help but to miss them and
wonder what they are doing." Ford, a senior, did her
practicum studies at the center last spring and will be
student teaching there this spring.
Some students have such a positive experience
working at the center that they return there for
permanent employment after graduation.
During May session, JMU offers yet another way
to become involved with the center. Last May a
program called D.J. and May was developed. This
was a seven-day program in which students could earn
three credits by being camp supervisors.
D.J. and May was designed to involve the children
in camping activities and help the students develop
leadership and organizational skills. After two
training classes, 35 JMU students took to the center
for a week-long camping experience, which was held
there on the grounds.
"Camp DJ. and May was extremely successful last
year," Herr said. "The students had a great time and
earned credits, plus, the kids loved it."
Each night had a different theme like Western night
and square dance night. One evening, campers and
See DeJARNETTE page 18>>
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Annual 'Vespers'
service scheduled

Seigh
► (Continued from page 16)

to perform at Wintergrecn in February.
The touring aspect of the company,
however, has been dormant this
semester. "We actively have not done
any bookings for the fall," Seigh said.
"The task of getting five new works
ready for the concert in December is
difficult"
The Repertory Touring Company
will open its annual concert tonight at
8 p.m. in Latimer-Schaffer Theatre. The
concert will run through Saturday.
Tickets are $4 for the general public and
$3 with JMU ID Thursday, and S5 for
the public and $4 with JMU ID Friday
and Saturday.
The company will perform five dance
pieces in the concert. These will include
a Mcrian Rosen piece which premiered
last year, three works choreographed by

DeJarnette
> (Continued from page 17)

counselors dressed up in constumes for
a masquerade party. The students also
helped children with arts and crafts and
organized team sports. The campers had
cookouts, sang campfire songs and
played games associated with the
outdoors.
Towards the end of the week, an
Olympic day was organized. Each class
represented a different country and
competed In several different events like

Seigh, and a piece choreographed by
Scigh's former mentor, Spanier.
This is the first time Spanier has ever
set her work on any company other
than her own. Seigh was given a grant
to set the men's duet "Arena" on
himself and senior Matthew Comer.
"This piece," he said, "offers a look at
male relationships."
Seigh's own choreography to be
performed in the concert includes
"Widow's,, Walk," "a piece about
wailing and hoping," "Pacific Coast,"
"a work built when I was in Kansas and
longing for Point Lobos, California,
and "Dreams Behind the Sun," "a dance
for six women about choices."
Seigh, who has danced around the
globe, is excited about the JMU
concert. "The dancers are excellent and
the performance is going to be high
relay races and ball games.
The organization and planning of
these activities came mostly from JMU
students and Hcrr. Most of the students
put in a minimum of 12 hours a day,
arriving at the center at 8 a.m. and
sometimes not leaving until midnight.
But by the end of the week they had
completed their practicum hours and
made about 60 children very happy.
"Camp D.J. and May was a
tremendous success to the students and
to the children," Hcrr said, "and we
hope to continue to offer it every year."

energy and a lot of variety," he said.
In anticipation of the performance, he
reflected on the dancer's life beyond the
stage. "This is a gross generalization.
Dancers are almost always hurting.
Dancers are almost always exhausted.
And dancers generally love to cat
constantly."
.
So why dance?

"The dancer's world is exceedingly
rich. We're very fortunate because
through all of our aches and pains and
lack of financial support, there's such a
reward of getting to do what we most
love to do.
"On one hand, it's not easy, and, on
the other hand, nothing could be easier,
because it's what we want to do, and
when you want something bad enough
it's not difficult to make it possible."

Up With People to
give show at EMC
An international cast of Up With
People will bring its new show, "Time
for the Music," to Harrisonburg tonight
at 7:30 p.m. in Lehman Auditorium at
Eastern Mcnnonitc College.
Up With People recruiters will be
present after the show to talk with
persons interested in touring with
upcoming shows.

51 Court Square
434-4464

The JMU Department of Music will
present the annual "Vespers" program
featuring the Women's Concert Choir,
the JMU Chorale and the JMU Brass
Ensemble on Sunday, Dec. 6.
Included in this program will be
"Glory to God in the Highest,"
composed by Randall Thompson;
"Flemish Carol," arranged by John
Ruttcr; "What Child is This?" arranged
by David Willcocks and audience
participation in the singing of several
well-known carols.
This free event will take place on at 3
p.m. in Wilson Hall Auditorium.

North Texas State
jazz band to play
The North Texas State University
One O'Clock Jazz Lab Band, a
showcase jazz ensemble which has
received awards and invitations
worldwide, will perform here Tuesday,
Dec. 8, in Wilson Hall Auditorium.
The band has recorded an annual
album since 1967, and the 1975 and
1976 albums were nominated for
Grammy Awards by the National
Academy of Recording Arts and
Sciences.
The performance will begin at 8 p.m.
Admission is $5 for the general public
and S3 for students.
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Shedding light on the AIDS crisis

Health Center presentation
answers unasked questions
By Marietta Daniel
staff writer

You can get it from silting on a dorm toilet
seat, swimming in a public pool or calling Mom
on a pay phone. You can also contract it through
a passionate goodnight kiss or a friendly high
five.
"It" is AIDS, and no one has ever gotten AIDS
any of the ways listed above. Yet many people,
including some JMU students, believe they can.
AIDS, acquired immune deficiency syndrome, is
transmitted only through the exchange of bodily
fluids, specifically blood, semen and vaginal
secretions. The fluids can enter the body through
the penis, vagina, mouth'and anus.
An intravenous drug user can get the virus
through a puncture in the skin made by a
contaminated needle. AIDS can be transmitted
through blood transfusions, but the risk of this
happening is small because of the screening of
blood donations.
AIDS infects all age groups. Many of these
victims are 20-29 years old — the age bracket in
which many JMU students fall.
As a result of this, some students arc not as
sexually active as they had once been, while
others are practicing abstinence.
"I don't want to die," was the reason given by
one frightened student.
But for every student who worries about getting
infected, there are many who feel that it won't
happen to them.
Sophomore Richard Scott said an attitude he
does not share but has encountered is the feeling
that "sex is loo important to worry about AIDS."
According to Dr. Norman Pollard, counseling
psychologist at the Counseling and Student
Development Center, students are at an age where
they arc young, in good health and still
developing. Unless a relative or someone else that
they know has died from the disease, "students
don't think about the consequences of their
actions which could affect them several years after
their interaction."
Part of the JMU administration's efforts for
AIDS awareness has been providing pamphlets,
newsletters, lectures, seminars and a slide
presentation.
For about two years the administration as a
whole has been working with the health and
counseling centers on AIDS educational
programs. "AIDS — The Growing Impact" is a
slide presentation and discussion conducted by
Marsha Mays, JMU's wcllncis educator.
The presentation tclls'studcnts that 40,000
cases of AIDS have been reported in the United
States and that half of these patients have died. It
also points out that no cure exists for the fatal
disease.
The presentation informs students that the
incubation period for the AIDS virus can be a
matter of months or a matter of, years. It also
covers the stages of the disease, high-risk groups

of people, AIDS testing and the public's views
about the deadly virus.
According to Mays, the presentation is
available by request to organizations, groups and
residence halls. It has been made a part of the
Human Sexuality course.
"If students want to know," Mays said, "there is
information here at Madison.
"The administration has been behind this
program. They would like to get AIDS
information to as many students as possible."
Mays said she thinks "what would help is if
students would give suggestions on ways to get
the word out . . . use the programs that already
exist.. . that would help us all."
Maria Anesi is one student who is using the
existing programs. As a resident advisor in
Chandler Hall, Anesi sponsored the AIDS
presentation for her 263 residents. "The
presentation provided some straight forward
information that I didn't know — the stages and
incubation period," she said.
Only 10 out of 263 residents had attended the
AIDS program.
"But I really wish more students had attended,"
Anesi said. "Many people felt as if they already
knew plenty about AIDS because of the media or
the fact that they had a parent as a doctor.
"Hopefully more people will attend the
excellent program when it is sponsored again next
month."
Sophomore Missy Martin said she was glad
that she went. "It consisted of some good
information.
"I didn't know that there were only a small
percentage of victims with full-blown AIDS and
that carriers of the virus are the most prevalent —
this if the first thing that I have attended about
AIDS."'
Pollard said, "The students that usually attend
AIDS programs have a personal interest because
of a death of a relative or friend, and very few
people attend who don't already have a knowledge
of the subject."
Sophomore Matthew Scott attended the
presentation at Chandler to reinforce the
information he already had about AIDS. "For
instance, the different steps, ratios and life-styles
I knew things about them, but the
presentation helped make my knowledge more
concrete."
Scott added, "More students should get
information about AIDS, but the only
suggestions that I have arc mailing out pamphlets
and having a big program on AIDS."
According to Mays, both arc avenues that have
been taken before. "A newsletter was done in the
spring of '86 which went out to everyone and told
about the AIDS presentation."
Last spring, the chairman of the American

Staff graphic by MICHAEL ST1LWELL

College Health Association Task Force on AIDS,
Dr. Richard Kiley, who is also a nationally
known AIDS expert, spoke at JMU. According
to Mays, "The turnout was good but could have
been better considering that this is a campus of
over 10,000 students."
A seminar, "Taking the Anxiety Out of AIDS,"
was held Oct. 1 and was attended by about 15
students.
Pollard, who conducted the seminar with Mays,
said, "Students have different priorities. People
who are sincerely interested go."
"When it comes to educating students about
AIDS," Pollard said, "JMU has done more than
some other schools, because some don't have any
programs. We do the best that we can. We really
want to help."
Yet despite the efforts of the administration, the
large majority of students still say they haven't
heard anything from the school on AIDS.
Others say they have seen some posters and
flyers. "I have seen some information on campus
about AIDS," said senior Tracy Huff, "and I think
that from the information that people are getting
from the news and the pamphlets, people are
changing their sexual behavior. They don't sleep
around with just anyone."
Junior Anna Hubbcll said taking precautions to
keep from getting AIDS is worth it "because the
life you save may be your own."
The slide presentation informs students that "if
the virus is not discriminating about coming into
contact with us, we have to be discriminating
with it."
According to Mays, "We have watched a story
unfold as incredible as science fiction, but unlike
science fiction, the AIDS epidemic is real.
"When we go to the movies, after two hours
the lights come up, the credits roll and that is the
end. Not so with AIDS. It will continue to be
with us for longer than two hours, and the credits
have just begun to roll."
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Christmas <Boof<iSaCe
(Records too)
Saturday Dec. 5 (9-5)
Sunday Dec. 6 (12-5)
Green Valley Book Bam and Country Gallery, located
approximately 10 minutes south of JMU. Go south on 1-81 to
Exit 61. Turn east on Road 682. Go 1.5 miles to Road 681. Turn
left .5 miles to sale. Signs posted from 1-81 on sale days only!
Over 50,000 new books for sale- most ideal for Christmas giving
Best of all most are discounted 67% to 80% or more off retail.
You'll find a fantastic selection of children's books including
many, many Beatrix Potter books. We'll also have an excellent
selection of cookbooks, best sellers, coffee table books, literature,
reference, history, science, sports, outdoors, etc., etc. Also our
remaining framed fine an prints will be closed out at $5 each.
There will be an excellent selection of Christmas cards at 25 for $2
The records will include rock, classical, jazz, country, easy
listening,etc. All at excellent prices. Don't miss this opportunity
to buy nice Christmas gifts at fantastic savings! We will not be
open again until April.
For more information call 434-8849 after 7 pm.

air HTateSi
Sex Makes No Difference
HAIRSTYLING FOR
MEN-WOMEN-CHILDRCN
PERMING-COLORING-STRAIGHTENING MAKE HAIR MATES
A FAMILY AFFAIR
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE

NO APPOINTMENT
NECESSARY
MARKET SQ. EAST
SHOPPING CENTER

434-1507
381 N. MASON

433-0801

KOCKINGHAM SQUARE
1743 S HIGH ST.

vN

We invite you to visit "Other Voices Bookstore," 59 South
Liberty St. Your full-time bookstore! Every book
discounted everyday, most 50% or more! Hardback
and paperback, literature, history, etc., etc.,
Mon-Sat 10-6; Fr^ 10-8
433-1700 for information

MON-FRI

9T07

SAT 9 TO 4

H ARRISONBURG -WAYNESBORO- RICHMOND - ROANOKE -VINTON
SAlEM-NORF0LK-STAUNTON-CHARL0nESVILL£-LYNCHBUBG-yf rxAMirevn I f

We have several uni$s that will
become available for rental in January.* If
you are interested in living a*?the finest
student community in^Harrisonburg then
stop by the office and see what we have to
offer. We are located just past Howard
Johnson's, less than one mile from campus.

Hunters Ridge Condominiums
715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(703)434-5150

Rental Office Open
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Monday - Friday
kales by appointment anytime.

RENTAL & SALES UNITS AVAILABLE!
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AFTER

HOURS

THURSDAY
MUSIC
Tim Spears and Donny Woodson — The
Gandy Dancer, $3 cover charge.
The Shuffle — The Mystic Den, cover charge not
available.
Disc Jockey — Belle Meade, no cover charge.
DJ — Calhoun's, no cover charge.
DJ —J.M.'s Pub & Deli, Greek Night, sponsored by
Sigma Pi and Sigma Kappa, $1 cover charge.
DJ — Players, Ladies' Night, no cover charge for
ladies, $1 for men.
MOVIES
Cinderella (G) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., and 7 p.m.
Dirty Dancing (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Fatal Attraction (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 5:15 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
Hello Again (PG) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 9:30
p.m.
Three Men and a Baby (PG) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres. 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30
p.m., and 9:30 p.m.
Fatal Beauty (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:15 p.m. and
930 p.m.
•
Princess Bride (PG) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m.
and 9:15 p.m.
Running Man (R) — Roth Theatres. 7:30 p.m. and
9*25 p.m.
COMEDY
Comedy Zone — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $4 cover
charge.
DANCE
Repertory Touring Company —
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre, 8 p.m., $3 admission.

THEATER
Cilia — (improvisational theater) J Maddies, 9
p.m.-midnight, $2 admission,
STUDENT TALENT
Talent Show — Gralton-Stovall Theatre,
sponsored by Cultural Awareness and Alpha Phi
Alpha, 7 p.m., $1 admission in advance, $1.50 at
the door.
FRIDAY
MUSIC
Eric Holt — Calhoun's, $2 cover charge.
Long Rider — The Gandy Dancer, $3 cover
charge.
The Hipsters — The Mystic Den, cover
charge not available.
Shy — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $3 or $4 cover
charge.
OJ — Belle Meade, no cover charge.
DJ — JM's, $1 cover charge.
DJ — Players. WJMR Sponsor Night — Classic
Rock, all ages admitted, $1.50 cover charge for
' people underage, $1 for people of age.
MOVIES
Monty Python Showcase — J.Maddies, 9 p.m.
-1 a.m., free.
Hannah and Her Slaters (R) — Grafton-Stovall
Theatre. 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Cinderella (G) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m.. 7:30 p.m., and 9:30 p.m.
Dirty Dancing (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Fatal Attraction (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 5:15 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
Hello Again (PG) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres. 9:30
p.m.
Three Men and a Baby (PG) — Valley Mall Roth

10^
41.09
lint n<>
a.. Bottle

MUSIC
Triple Feature — Caihoun's, $3 cover charge.
Long Rider — The Gandy Dancer, $3 cover charge.
The Hipsters — The Mystic Den, cover charge
not available.
Shy — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $3 or $4 cover
charge.
DJ — Belle Meade, no cover charge.
DJ — JM's, $1 cover charge.
MOVIES
Psycho I & II (R) — J. Maddies, 9 p.m. -1 a.m.,
free.
Hannah and Her Sisters (R) — Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Three Man and a Baby (PG) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30
p.m., and 9:30 p.m.
Running Man (R) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m., 7:30
p.m., and 9:25 p.m.

DANCE
Repertory Touring Company —
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre, 8 p.m., $4 admission.

44 oz.

750'

Checks accepted for
Purchases with
Proper Student ID

DR. PEPPER
2 Liter

SATURDAY

JStefcpi £

Participating Locations
1435 South Main St
and
258 Reservoir St
Harrisonburg
<<&

Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30
p.m., and 9:30 p.m.
Fatal Beauty (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:15 p.m. and
9:30 p.m.
Princess Bride (PG) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m.
and 9:15 p.m.
Running Man (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 p.m. and
9:25 p.m.
DANCE
Repertory Touring Company —
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre, 8 p.m., $4 admission.

■

650

a cup

a cup

»=*'

Embassy
Ice Cream
Sandwich

250
Each

rrrrr

Doritos
Tortilla
Chips
All Flavors

ozBags

%i W
qjJ-«.*w37

a Bag

f VAIUABLE" "COUPON W

FARMFTELD
Orange Juice

$1.89
i

COKE
16-oz. 7-ELEVEN

16 oz. NRB
6 Pack

$1.99

six pack
LIMIT 1 PER COUPON
~
1/2 gallon
Expires December 31,1987
Plastic 172 gallon
-dat7-Eleven-7 35 S. Main St. & 258 Reservoir St. Harrisonburg. Thru Dec. 31,1987

^
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SPOTSWOOD VALLEY SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER, E. MARKET ST., HARRISONBURG
OPEN DAILY 10-9; CLOSED SUN.
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How Ope*
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...nfSSK—
, Off BONUS SITS-'

„ speciAtssrofSiJE!!

Come join our celebration and discover
our tremendous selection of affordably
priced fashions in styles to fit every you.

for your own Fashion Bug Charge.
tj3 Apply
VISA, MasterCard, American Express & Discover

rzzi cm rzu CZDCLIP* SAVECZD rzzi CZD
INTRODUCTORY DISCOUNT
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CD

%

20 °ff

20% OFF your first purchase.
Valid for the next 10 days during Grand Opening
Cannot be combined with any olfter discounl coupon otef

□

Enter our
$500.00 GIFT
CERTIFICATE GIVEAWAY.
No purchose necessary „

FASHION BUG
FASHION BUG PLUS
Styles lo til every you'

Cashier.
Ill in zip code
Amount J
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D

SPOTSWOOD VALLEY SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER, E MARKET ST HARRISONBURG
OWN DAILY 10-v CLOSED SUN
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Herd stampedes over Dukes
By Rob Washburn
editor

HUNTINGTON, W. Va. —
Appearing in a playoff game for the
first time in the school's history was
supposed to be icing on the cake for
JMU's football team.
But the Dukes' season came to a
bittersweet ending Saturday afternoon as
Marshall's Thundering Herd stampeded
JMU 41-12 in the opening round of the
Division I-AA playoffs before a
frenzied, green-clad crowd of 15,584 at
I-'air fie Id Stadium.
"Unequivocally, they're the best
football team we've played this year,"
JMU head coach Joe Purzycki said. "I
don't think we were very well-rested,
but kudos still must go to a
tremendously well-prepared Marshall
football team. I don't know that we
could've beaten this football team on
our best day."
Cominginto the contest, the Dukes
knew they^vould have'their hands full
with a Marshall offense that was ranked
second in the nation in passing yardage
(343 yards a game) and third in the
country in total offense (453 yards a
game). But what they didn't figure on
was having trouble executing their
winged-T attack against a Thundering
Herd defense that had allowed 322 yards
a game.
By the time JMU got its initial first
down with 9:34 left in the first half,
Marshall had 24 points on the board.
During that 21-minute span, the Dukes
managed just 17 total yards and punted
five times. The Thundering Herd,
meanwhile, had scored on drives of 62,
28, 55 and 65 yards.

Photo courtesy of Associated Press

Herd tackle Shawn Finnan celebrates Marshall's win over JMU.
"I had no illusions that we could shut
their offense down," Purzycki said.
"The idea was to let them get their 400
or 450 yards they get against
everybody, get three or four turnovers,
give our offense some field position and
then do what we've done all year — run
for 270 [yards] and pass for 120.
"But we couldn't sustain a ground

attack. In the first half we went
multiple scries without getting a first
down. That's never happened to us in
11 games. Their defense was far better
than we expected."
Marshall's offense, however, lived up
to all expectations. Senior quarterback
Tony Petersen completed 14 of his first
18 passes and finished the day 22-of-34

for 387 yards and four touchdowns. On
the receiving end of 14 of those tosses
(three for touchdowns) were fleet split
end Mike Barber (78 regular season
catches) and tight end Sean Doctor (70).
Add to that tailback Ron Darby, who
rushed for more than 1,000 yards this
season, and one can see why Marshall
head coach George Chaump wasn't real
worried.
"I had a good night's sleep [Friday],"
Chaump said. "Looking at the films, I
thought we could play our game and if
we didn't have any turnovers, mistakes
or penalties, I thought that we'd be all
right. I felt if our defense held up the
first two or three series, we'd have a
good day."
Hold up they did. The Dukes managed
a first down on just one of their seven
first-half scries and were actually
outrushed by the pass-happy Herd 60-59
in the first 30 minutes. Through the
air, quarterback Eric Green completed
just two-of-cight passes for 32 yards.
"I've said when the wing-T is sharp,
it's a thing to behold and when it's bad,
Jt looks likf a mugging," Purzycki
said. "The theme for us all week was
ball control and possession attack. But
Marshall took their outside backers and
would not allow us to get on the flank
with Eric Green. We were just holding
on for dear life in the first half."
Trailing 24-0 at half thanks to two
Petersen touchdown passes, a 6-yard run
by Darby and a 49-yard field goal by
Brian Mitchell, things went from bad to
worse for JMU at the start of the second
half.
See FOOTBALL page 26>-

JMU drowns in Huntington's sea of green
By Sonny Dearth
sports Bailor
HUNTINGTON. W. Va. — Most people
associate green as the color of money, grass, Ireland
and the Jolly Green Giant But for the JMU football
team Saturday afternoon in this town by the Ohio
R
'ver, green quickly became the dominant color in
the Dukes' worst nightmare.
Everywhere the Dukes looked in Fairfield
Stadium, green surrounded them. To their left and
right, thousands of Marshall Thundering Herd fans
in green T-shirts and sweaters were standing and
screaming for their hometown favorite. And, as the
rout went on, the ugly green wall surrounding the
field assumed the aura of an inescapable prison
barrier.
Down below, their usually beloved green

Omniturf — the same surface on which they went
undefeated at JMU Stadium — had betrayed them in
a foreign land. And when they looked straight ahead,
they only could watch another green-clad Marshall
player racing toward the end zone for another
touchdown.
All in all, it wasn't a day to remember for coach
Joe Purzycki and company, who believed the Dukes
should have earned a home game with their 9-2
record. About an hour before game time, JMU
assistant coach Jim Prince slipped down a steep
embankment on his way to the tiny Dukes' locker
room.
"A sign of things to come," remarked a local Herd
supporter in passing. And once the game started,
Marshall did some more passing — 387 yards and
four touchdowns worth. «

You would have thought the Big Green Flying
Machine had imported John Elway, stuck a green
jersey on him, and called him Tony Petersen.
And who was catching those cannon shots time
and time again? Surely not guys with occupational
names such as Barber and Doctor. The way they
found the seams in the JMU zone, the Herd must
have performed a triple cloning operation on Steve
Largent
On defense, Marshall wasn't the porous green
sponge JMU might have expected. Instead, the Herd
combined to form a boa constrictor that swallowed
JMU's usually elusive runners.
It wasn't a good omen that the Dukes' starting!
quarterback was named Eric. . . Green. Forced into
See GREEN page 25>>
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Women struggle, still romp over Retrievers
By Dave Washburn
staff writer

What a difference a year makes.
The JMU women's basketball team
discovered that after their season opener
Monday night against the University of
Maryland-Baltimore County at the
Convocation Center. The Dukes won
by a decisive 77-50 margin, but they
were far from looking like the team mat

just over seven months ago had won
the Colonial Athletic Association title
and advanced to the quarterfinals in the
NCAA tournament.
In fact the only happy face to be
found after the game belonged to
UMBC head coach Sue Furnary, who
said mat she generally was satisfied
with the way her young squad
performed.
"We wanted to get within 20; that

was our goal as a coaching staff,"
Furnary said. "We had a lot of young
kids on the floor. .. we know we have
a long way to go, but we thought they
[her team] did a pretty good job
tonight."
' .
JMU head coach Shelia Moorman
was not nearly as pleased with her
team's effort. Although the Dukes
showed some signs of last season, as
All-American Sydnev Beasley went

12-for-18 from the floor for a
game-high 25 points and the Dukes'
defense forced UMBC into 27
turnovers, those highlights proved to be
the exceptions rather than the rule.
"We just have so far to go,"
Moorman said with a sigh. "We
certainly are not satisfied with where we
are right now either individually or as a
team."
The biggest difference between the
1986-87 and the 1987-88 Dukes became
evident from JMU's very first
possesssion — lack of execution on
offense. The Dukes' offense sputtered
throughout the contest, unable to
consistenly establish an inside or
outside game. JMU managed just seven
points in the first six minutes, showing
to everyone just how sorely the Dukes
miss the skill guidance of graduated
point guard Flo Jackson.
"We didn't execute our offense at all
— at all" said Moorman. "I could
probably count on one hand the times
that we actually scored buckets out of
things that we're looking for
specifically in our offense."
Moorman was quick to note, though,
that she did not think the Dukes'
ineffectiveness oh offense was any
indication of the performance of Donna
Budd, this year's replacement for
Jackson.
"Donna's got some tough shoes to
fill; there's no doubt about that,"
Moorman said. "For the last three and a
half years I always knew every night
that Flo was going to get the job done.
But I've been very pleased with Donna .
.. and I think she's doing pretty well."

Staff photo by CATHY UDELL
JMU's Alisa Harris (in white) battles Maryland-Baltimore County players for possession in the
Dukes' 77-50 season-opening triumph Monday at the Convocation Center.

Perhaps the most suprising area in
which JMU had difficulty against
UMBC was in its defense, particularly
in the post. With a trio of seniors
manning the frontline positions, the
Dukes expected Beasley, Alisa Harris
and reserve Sandy Broughton to be a
See WOMEN page 27>-

Opener dictates changes in backcourt
By Dean Hybl
staff writer

Monday night's season-opening 77-50 victory by
the JMU women's basketball team over
Maryland-Baltimore County signified the beginning
of the "changing of the guard" for the Dukes.
For four years, Flo Jackson served as navigator for
a team that had a record of 6-18 the year before she
arrived, but posted marks of 28-4 and 27-4 in her
final two seasons. Now in the first campaign after
Jackson, the Dukes are looking for someone to
assume her role as quarterback.
"For three and a half years, 1 always knew every

night that [Jackson] was going to get the job done,"
said JMU coach Shelia Moorman. "She was a great
leader, a competitor and an intimidator."
So far this season, the Dukes have turned to junior
guard Donna Budd to point them towards victory. In
her first two seasons at JMU, Budd started at the
second guard spot and occasionally would spell
Jackson at the point.
"Donna's got some tough shoes to fill," said
Moorman. "But I've been very pleased with Donna.
"We knew coming into this season after we
finished our recruiting, that there was a good
possibility she would have to fill that spot, and I

think she's doing pretty well," Moorman said.
In the easy victory over the Retrievers, Budd
showed that she can handle the responsibility of
playing point guard. In 28 minutes of play, she
scored eight points and grabbed five rebounds, but,
more importantly, she handed out five assists and had
three steals. She also made excellent passes several
limes, only to have the shot missed by one of her
teammates.
"I felt comfortable running the team," said Budd. "I
had some experience playing point in the past, but
See GUARDS page 25>
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Rams spoil JMU's home opener, 78-76
By Mark Charnock
staff writer

The JMU men's basketball team
suffered its third loss in as many games
Wednesday as Chris Cheeks hit some
key late free throws to seal a 78-76
victory for Virginia Commonwealth.
With the defeat, JMU drops to 0-3
after losses to Southern Methodist
(121-89) and San Francisco (82-78) in
the Southwest Missouri Invitational
last weekend. VCU moves to 3-0.
The two teams were close throughout
most of the contest, with JMU leading
by as many as eight in the firs' half,
paced by the strong shooting of guard
Claude Ferdinand. Ferdinand finished
with a team-high 22 points.
But eventually, missed opportunities
and mental errors plagued the Dukes at
key moments of the game.
"We made some mistakes," JMU head
coach John Thurston said. "It always
seems that at key time in the game, we
get our hands on the ball and we bobble
it or we miss a key shot. We missed a
couple of easy shots inside. That's due
to their defensive indimidation, but
you've got to score in those situations."
\
JMU got beat several times on
defense and wasn't able to move quickly
enough to cut off some of VCU's
quickness inside.
"What happens when you get beat,
[is] the next guy goes to help and the
shot goes up, [then] you're out of
position to box out," Thurston said.
"Again, when you're playing against
guys like [John] Thompson and [Lou]

Bryant and [Phil] Slinnie, if you don't
rotate fast enough, they're an excellent
inside team."
JMU went into halftime with the
lead, 39-36, after leading by as many as
eight in the first half, but VCU came
out ready. The Rams tied the game at
41 with two minutes gone, and the lead
flip-flopped until midway through the
second half.
At that point. Derrick McGhce hit a
three-pointer for VCU, and the Rams
never looked back. They led by as much
as seven with 3:11 remaining, until
JMU was able to pull it to 76-74 on
Kcnnard Winchester's jumper with 44
seconds remaining. From there, Cheeks
sank the Dukes from the free throw
line, and VCU headed home with the
win.
But Thurston thought the game was a
home game for the Rams, anyway. He
complained about the lack of support as
one of the ingredients to the loss.
"The thing that our players are hurt
and upset about the m6st," Thurston
said, "was the lack of support. I know
it was an exciting game because the 35
VCU people who were here were really
enjoying themselves and really got into
it.
"I apologized to our freshmen,
because when I recruited them, I told
them we had great support. In the 13
years I've been here, that's absolutely...I
know what (head football coach) Joe
(Purzycki) was talking about
now...because I know how hurt our
players arc."

Guards
> (Continued from page 24)

it's a big step to be the quarterback the entire game."
Budd realized that as point guard her role is more
defined than as second guard.
"As point guard, I have to be a leader and keep
everybody involved in the game," she said. "We have
great post players on this team and it's my job to get
them the ball. I'd rather penetrate and dish off to my
teammates than score."
With Donna Budd establishing herself as the point
guard of the future, someone must now assert herself
in Donna's spot at second guard.
In Monday's game, Moorman started Donna's twin
sister, Diane, in the spot and also gave quality time
to freshmen Paula Schuler and Kerri Gilmore — as
well as moving Missy Dudley from forward back to
guard.
"I'm glad to see Diane starting [because] she has
worked really hard all-preseason to gel where she is."
said Donna Budd.
At this early juncture, it's difficult to tell who will
be the consistent starter at the off-guard spot. But if
the Dukes hope for a return to their glory of the past
two years, someone will have to make her presence
felt at this position.

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON
JMU forward Ralph Glenn (In white) shoots over Virginia Commonwealth's Phil Stinnle (35) during the Rams' 78-76 win
over the Dukes Wednesday night at the Convocation Center.
VCU improved to 3-0; JMU dropped to 0-3.
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dropping back and staying in the pocket. Green
wasn't on the money — completing only five of 17
passes for 66 yards and an interception.
Though Marshall only led 10-0 at the end of the
Tirst quarter, the Dukes were all green — as in
envious. After the Dukes trudged off the field, they
were still green — as in sick.
When Purzycki reached the interview room after
the contest, he quickly pointed out how much the
green-clad mob had figured in the outcome.
"I'd like to first thank our hosJpThc city of
Huntington was as first-class as tH^ could be," he
said. "Everywhere they went out of their way. . .
and the manner in which they supported their team
was excellent."
But a few days later, Purzycki jokingly had other
comments.
"I don't know if I'd ever want to spend another day
in Huntington," he said with a laugh. "I've never
seen so much green. They had people with green
hair up there.
"We could feel [the noise] over there [on the JMU
sideline]," added Purzycki. "The emotion they were
able to bring out there made the difference."

Such enthusiasm would seem a little outlandish
for JMU, who only has fielded a football team since
1972. On the other hand, Marshall began its
gridiron program in 1898, but had not reaped
post-season benefits since they lost 7-0 to Catawba
in the 1947 Tangerine Bowl.
From 1948 to 1983, the Herd blundered much
more than they thundered, managing only five
winning seasons.
For many a Marshall fan throughout the hard
times, it wasn't easy being green.
But the Herd reversed their fortunes, going 6-5
that year, 7-3-1 in 1985, 6-4-1 in 1986 and 7-4 this
year to earn their first post-season spot in 40 years.
Well never know if the Dukes could have stopped
the Herd playing in the "Dog Pen" of JMU
Stadium, but fan support is a big reason why the
Dukes were the unwilling co-stars of "Stampede on
the Ohio, Part I."
In time, the Dukes will remember its many happy
occasions this season — the 41-3 demolition of
Richmond, their number three national ranking and
several thrilling escapes. But right now, excuse the
Dukes if they're still feeling a little green.
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Charlie's Tuna wins intramural soccer title
By Mike Barton
staff writer

Charlie's Tuna defeated Campus
Crusade for Christ 2-0 in ihe men's
intramural
outdoor
soccer
championships Nov. 22 at JMU
Stadium.
During the warm-ups, the members
of Charlie's Tuna seemed apprehensive.
They did not know what to expect from
the defending champs, who had been
awesome defensively in the tournament
by allowing only one goal on a penalty
kick.
While CCC had beat U.S. Blues 1-0
to advance to the finals, Charlie's Tuna
had an easier route to the title game,
including two forfeits. They had no idea
of whether or not they were at the same
level of play as CCC.

Football
>■ (Continued from page 23)

After failing to move the ball on their
opening possession of the second half,
the Dukes' John Druiett went back for
his seventh punt of the game. But
Druiett was unable to handle a poor
snap and was smothered at the Marshall
19-yard line. Not only did that play lead
to another Herd field goal, but Druiett
was knocked out of the game with an
injured back.
Marshall added another touchdown

The first 18 minute half was a
hard-fought defensive battle and
Charlie's Tuna soon realized that that it
deserved to be in the finals.
The ball moved back and forth with
very few shots on goal. The two teams
seemed even and it was hard to believe
that a goal would be scored.
At the end of the half, the game was
deadlocked 0-0.
During halftime, both teams stressed
offense, neither team wanting to decide
the championship on a shootout.
The second half began the same way
the first half ended — defensively.
Charlie's Tuna's confidence seemed to
be building with every kick of the ball.
Then, nine minutes into the half,
David Bergman scored what turned out
to be the winning goal for Charlie's
Tuna.

before the Dukes finally got some
measure of satisfaction in the fourth
quarter. A 70-yard kickoff return by
Rodney Stockett gave JMU the ball on
the 24-yard line, and backup quarterback
Greg Lancaster needed just three plays
to put the Dukes in the end zone for the
first time, Stockett went the final 6
yards for the score to make it 34-6 with
11:46 to play.
JMU's last score came with eight
seconds left on the clock as Lancaster
found a wide-open Leon Taylor in the

NOW OPEN
Fresh and Silk Flowers, Balloons, Large Selection
of Floral Designs and many unique Gifts
Delivery on Campus
Master Card and VISA Welcome
.

Harrisonburg, VA
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(upcoming events in JMU sports)
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Saturday — Kent State at JMU,
7:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Friday-Saturday — JMU at
Northwestern Tournament
(Evanston, IB.).

After the game, the winners were
elated with the victory. They went into
the finals not knowing what to expect,
but left the field champions.
Charlie's Tuna's fan-coach, JMU
soccer player James Zepp said, "This
was definitely the best game they have
played to date."
*

MEN'S SWIMMING
Thursday-Saturday — JMU
at JMU Invitational.
WOMEN'S SWIMMING
Saturday —JMU at
Villanova (Villanova, Pa.),
1 p.m.
Sunday — JMU at LaSalle
(Philadelphia), 11 a.m.

right corner of the end zone for a
22-yard touchdown.
After the loss ended JMU's finest
I-AA season ever at 9-3, Purzycki tried
to put things into perspective.
"I tried to express to them what
they've meant to us as a program and
what they've done for us. We won nine
football games, we beat the Virginia
schools for the first time in our history.
We've done some fine things during the
course of the season and I didn't want
them to lose sight of that."

WRESTLING
Saturday — JMU at Lehigh/
Sheridan Tournament
(Bethlehem, Pa.), 10 a.m.
MEN'S TRACK AND
FIELD
Saturday —JMU at VMI
Invitational (Lexington),
11 a.m.

\

Bed & Breakfast
In scenic countryside
8 ml. south of JMU!

Dukes Plaza Shopping Center

2185 S. Main St.

When asked how it felt to score the
winning goal against the defending
champs, all Bergman could muster up
was, "Great."
From then on CCC's focus turned to
offense, opening up the field and
allowing Jeff Anderton to score
Charlie's Tuna's second goal just three
minutes after its first.
From then on, Charlie's Tuna held on
to win 2-0 on a shutout by goalie Pete
Starr.

)jpmi^

1847 Reslored brick
home featuring Victorian
& country rooms, some with
private bath, fireplace. Furnished
with antiques. 7 guest rooms.
Continental breakfast.
Great for your parents when
they come to visit you!

(703) 434-6963
*

On Route 11 between I - 81 Exits 60 & 61
\

Hours: Mon-Sat 10-9
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Be Aware Students! There Are Only 16 Shopping Days Left til Christmas Break.
Break. Get
Get Your
Your
Christmas Shopping Done Before You Go Home Here in Harrisonburg
Harrisnnhurn At
at The
Th«

Woolrich Men & Women's Rag Sweaters
Suter Creek (Levi's)
Mens Unwashed Levfs
Jimmy Z Sweaters
,OP Long-sleeved T-shirts

M

At Discount Outlet
$20.97
$14.50
$16.99
$42.00
$11.95
■
433-BARN

^

THE
PUMPKIN
HOUSE
INN,
LTD

GLASS BARN

S^fe*

1

Prices
White Stag
Quick Silver
Instinct
Lee
Chic
DUKES PLAZA

Swatch
Agner
Union Bay
Calvin Klein
Jo rd ache
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Injury inhibits Weilenmann in nationals
By Gary Crockett
staff writer

CHARLOTTESVILLE — Since being rcdshiricd as
a freshman two years ago because of a knee injury,
Peter Weilenmann has been enjoying the fortunes of
good health that all distance runners hope for.
His spiraling success during that time recently
culminated when he qualified for the NCAA Cross
Country Championships held Nov. 23, the first time
that a JMU runner could make that claim.
But one week prior to the meet, Wcilcnmann's
good fortune took a turn when a nagging pain in his
lower leg forced him to reduce drastically his daily
training mileage.
The injury resurfaced midway through the
10,000-meter race as Weilenmann faded to a
less-than-satisfying 66th place finish among 180
runners. He posted a time of 30:35.97 for the race,
which was run in ideal 50-degrcc weather at the
Foxfield Course just west of Charlottesville.
"Starting a couple of weeks ago, I've had a shin
problem," said a dejected Weilenmann, who had
hoped to finish in the top 32. "I had to cut way back
on my training this week and I guess it affected me
more than I thought it would.
"About halfway through the race it really started
bothering me. But these things happen."
Joe Falcon of Arkansas, one of the pre-race
favorites, ran a 4:3.8 fifth mile to pull away from a
pack of seven runners, winning the title with a
course-record time of 29:14.27.
Michigan's Joe Schcrer finished second in 29:20.56
and Harry Green of Texas covered the rolling course
in 29:21.16 to place third.
The Razorbacks easily won the team title with
Dartmouth and Wisconsin second and third,
respectively. Steve Taylor of Virginia Tech finished
ninth to help the Hokies to a fourth-place finish in
the team competition.

Kimbcrly Bet/, of Indiana was a surprise winner in
the women's 5,000-metcr race, which included 136
entries. Favored Oregon edged North Carolina State
by three points to capture the team title.
i
Weilenmann was in good position for the first half
of the race, running just behind the lead pack among
the lop 30 runners. He passed the two-mile mark in
9:25, seven seconds behind the leaders.
But about a mile later, Weilenmann began to run
into trouble and started slipping farther back into the
pack.
"I was in good shape at two miles, and I was in
decent shape at three miles," Weilenmann said. "But
then things started falling apart from there. I wanted
to hold back a little and then to move after about two
miles and when I tried to move, I just couldn't. I
don't know - it just wasn't my day, I guess."
JMU cross country coach Bill Walton said
Weilenmann made a good showing considering the
circumstances.
—:—
"We had projected perhaps a little bit higher finish,
but in your first trip to nationals, you just never
know what's going to lake place," he said. "His time
was not poor at all."
Earlier this season, Weilenmann had recorded a time
of 30:07 on the same course when he won the
Virginia State meet. He went on to capture the
Colonial Athletic Association title before placing
fourth in the District III Championships one week
later.
With two years of eligibility remaining,
Weilenmann can look to improve even more upon
this year's outstanding season. His effort against the
talented field at the NCAA meet should be beneficial
as his career continues.
"ft-was a good experience," Weilenmann said. "I
learned a lot and I'm sure when I sit down tonight
and think about it, I'll learn even more."

Photo courtesy of JMU Sports Information

JMU's Pete Weilenmann placed a disappointing 66th In the NCAA meet Nov. 23
in Charlottesville.

Bianchini on A-A first team Women

>■ (Continued from page 24)

Offensive linemen often go through
football seasons as faceless, helmeted
clones who receive little recognition.
But for JMU offensive guard Carlo
Bianchini, all that has changed.
Bianchini, a 6-foot-1, 270-pounder,
was named to the Kodak Division I-AA
All-America team, the first JMU player
ever to earn that honor. A three-year

% ^ r

Carlo Bianchini

starter for the Dukes, he served as
JMU's captain this year.
In addition, Bianchini, senior punter
John Druiett and senior defensive tackle
Jim Eckenrode were selected for the
All-Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Conference team. Druiett earned
first-team honors, while Bianchini and
Eckenrode both were named to the
second team.
"[Bianchini] has had three exceptional
seasons for us," said JMU coach Joe
Purzycki. "He's the prototype guard for
the Wingcd-T; he pulls with speed and
power. He's been an exceptional leader
for us, leading as much through his
superior play as anything."
Druiett, a 6-foot, 180-poundcr, led the
ECAC in punting with a JMU-rccord
42.1-yard average. He also set a school
record with a 40.5-yard career average.
Eckenrode, 6-foot-6 and 275 pounds,
led the Dukes' defensive line this
season. He took part in 56 tackles, had
four quarterback sacks, caused three
fumbles and recovered two fumbles
during the regular season.

solid team on the inside.
However, the Retrievers showed little
regard for the JMU post players as they
consistently worked the ball into the
middle, only to have the majority of
their shots failed to find their mark.
"If we had been facing some real
strong post [players] tonight, I think
they could have really gone to town on
us," Moorman said.
Moorman's words were also echoed
by many of her players, particulary
Beaslcy.
"We did play bad," Beaslcy said. "We
were just fortunate enough that we
won."
The Dukes did have some bright
spots, two of them being freshmen
Paula Schulcr and Kcrri Gilmore.
Schulcr quickly demonstrated why she
was Moorman's first substitute off the
bench, hitting all three of her field
goals for six points while also dishing
out a game-high six assists.
Gilmore also was a pleasant suprise
for the Dukes, coming in to provide
JMU with several quality minutes at

the point position despite being slowed
in the preseason by a nagging knee
ailment.
Another encouraging sign for the
Dukes was the success they enjoyed
with its press. The swarming full-court
man-to-man defense was directly
responsible for many of UMBC's
turnovers and indirectly responsible for
the visitors' 34 percent field goal
shooting as the increased tempo
destroyed much of UMBC's offensive
rhythm.
The Dukes should get a more accurate
indication of how they will fare this
season as they travel to Evanston, 111.
this weekend to participate in the
Wildcat Tournament. The weekend
contest includes three evenly matched
teams in Seton Hall (the Dukes'
first-round opponent Friday),
Louisville, and Northwestern.
"We need to improve in every aspect
of the game," Beaslcy said. "We have to
start from scratch and gel the chemistry
there, to have the never die attitude ... .
and if all of those things come at the
right time, then I think we can win the
tournament."
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Adding to
our costs
VANDALISM IS STILL alive and well at JMU
this year. One look at the weekly
Policefile report will tell you that on.any
given week, the university, its students 'and
faculty alike, are losing thousands of dollars due
to damage and theft.
Take this week's vandalism damage as an
example:
Damageoccurringin JMU's parking lots was the
big winner. A van and a car were broken into in
Z-Lot, a car was stepped on in L-Lot, and a
windshield was scratched in X-Lot. Total damage
for all the lots was over $1,500. Maybe people
will stop screaming for more parking if this
continues.
On campus, the damage was more interesting.
A door was broken in the Convocation Center
pavilion. Two clocks were stolen from Burruss
Hall. Greeks were hurt as well. A flight jacket was
ripped off from Kappa Sigma. Add a stolen keg,
and a few other items, and you have $900 in
damage and theft on campus.
Keep in mind that this is in just two weeks.
That's $1,200 dollars per week in senseless
destruction and crime. That's something the
JMU community simply cannot afford.
F VANDALISM CONTINUED to average
$1,200 per week, the total at the end of the
school year would be enough to provide
seven full scholarships to JMU or hire an extra
professor (at a good salary) for a needy
department. It also would be enough money to
upgrade quite a few buildings and programs.
That's something to think about the next time
you're drunk and decide to take out a few lights
on your way back to your dorm.
That's something to think about when you see
some shady character walking around randomly
damaging cars in X-Lot.
That's something to think about when you
decide to have a little fun stealing something
you think could be easily replaced.
A number of these things cant be replaced for
their original value. Some of them can't be
replaced at all.
So, please try to think before you damage.
There's just no reason for it. And, likewise, if you
see someone damaging or stealing from your
campus, do something about it. Do your part,
and report them immediately.
That's the only way JMU can put a stop, or at
least slow down, the vandalism that continually
takes away from JMU's beauty...and its bank
account.
The above editorial is the opinion of the 1987-88
Rob Washburn Br"M «d',orlal boardMike WUson
editor
managing editor
Mark Charnock Stephen Rountree
editorial editor asst. editorial editor
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'Wild world of interviews' can
give you a whole new attitude
Having recently finished on-campus interviews last
month, I discovered that many of my preconceptions
about interviews were really misconceptions.
Realizing this, I thought I would try to share some of
my discoveries.
The first step in the interview process is to cut
through the Career Planning and Placement's red tape
and get your interview card. This card will allow you
to sign up for interviews on campus. To get the card,
you have to sit through a very informative CP&P
presentation which is about as entertaining as the
library's Leonardo show.
Once you have obtained "the card" you're free to
enter the wild world of interviewing. The next logical
step is to find out who is interviewing in the coming
months, read the company literature, and make an
informative decision on who you want to interview
with. In reality, most people just sign up for for
every interview in their major and read the literature
10 minutes before the actual interview.
Having decided to sign up for all the interviews
possible, you must now hand over you resumes and
personal data sheets to CP&P.
If the interview is prescreened, this means that
CP&P takes all the prospective applications and
mails them to the interviewing company in a big
packet. The company takes the packet of resumes,
pulls the first fifteen off the top, and mails the
acceptanee list to CP&P, who posts the list outside
of the office.
The list usually gets posted about'three weeks after

the sign-ups along with several other company lists.
There are two strategies to checking the acceptance
lists. The first is to list the companies that you
signed up for, and look for you name on the
appropriate lists.
The other strategy is to check all the lists for your
name. That way if your name doesn't appear, you can
assume that you didn't sign up for the company in
Ihe first place.
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GETTING REAL
Carl Johnson

If you do find you name on an acceptance list, you
then streak into the CP&P office to sign up for a
specific interview time. This is when you discover
lhat the other 14 people woke up at 5:00 a.m., signed
up early and left you the 8:00 a.m. slot.
The day of the interview, you put on your most
expensive clothes to try to make it look like you
dress that way all the time. You walk to the
interview center proud and distinguished, meet the
greetcr (or vice-versa) with a strong handshake, and
sit down confidently, awaiting your upcoming
interview in the converted bedroom.

See INTERVIEW page 31 >•
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Views clash on required essay debate
Essays will reveal
students'ability to
express ideas
To the editor:
I am appalled that the staff of The
Breeze supports Alan Cerveny's
opposition to the addition of a
mandatory essay on JMU's applications
for admission. John Chrosniak,
chairman of the SGA's curriculum and
instruction committee, makes a valid
point in saying that the addition of an
essay would increase the overall quality
of those students accepted to JMU.
Cerveny said in the The Breeze, (Nov.
19) "I don't see that a formalized essay
will provide us with any additional
information that will help us in the
evaluation and selection process." Mr.
Cerveny is wrong.
A mandatory essay will allow the
Office of Admissions to evaluate one of
the applicant's most important
qualities—his ability to think and
express himself coherently on paper.
Any educated person, regardless of his
chosen career field, will need to express
himself in writing many times in his
life. The ability to communicate in
writing is invaluable. JMU's
application does not accurately measure
that ability.

Cerveny and The Breeze staff advocate
reliance upon grades and SAT scores
over performance on an essay, stating
that essays scare people and prompt
responses that do not accurately reflect
the student's abilities. Any high school
student can tell you that SAT tests
scare people. Many "good students,"
because they are apprehensive, perform
poorly on SATs. GPAs also do not
always reflect a student's abilities. A
3.0 GPA at a competitive, college
preparatory high school is often harder
to obtain than a 3.8 GPA at a mediocre
high school. Granted, the Office of
Admissions must look at grades, test
scores, and extracurricular activities, but
they must also consider a person's
ability to express himself intelligently
in an essay. Those students accepted to
JMU should be well-rounded thinkers,
not bookworms.
Finally, Cerveny argues against the
addition of the essay by saying that it
will discourage some students from
applying, and this will reduce the pool
from which JMU can draw. Why would
a fine liberal arts university want to
admit applicants who were scared to
express a few ideas in writing?
Robert G. Schrelner
senior
English/political science

A required essay
will be more trouble
than it's worth
To the editor:
In the Nov. 19 edition of The Breeze,
the issue of having a required essay
question for JMU's application was
brought up.
Since then, there have been
conflicting views, both for and against
such an essay. Besides it being
something that many "good" colleges
employ, I believe the mandatory essay
is not needed. Since all other vital
information that is needed to make an
admissions decision is already given,
the required essay serves no real
purpose.
On the current application, all
possible information about the
applicant is already put in effect. The
information includes a student's grades,
class standing, SAT scores,
extracurricular activities, and an
optional essay to put down any other
necessary information about the
student. All of this data should be
plenty for the admissions committee to
review.
The importance placed on the required
essay has to be questioned, since all of

these other factors are so important. In
the end, the required essay would
probably be of miniscule importance.
Another factor detracting from the
likelihood of a mandatory essay is it
will vastly- add to the bulk of material
needed to be reviewed by the admissions
committee.
Last year there were over 11,000
applicants, and with an extra essay or
two on each application, there would be
loo much to carefully go through. This
would make it harder for the committee
to make rational decisions on who
should be accepted.
The required essay that is being
proposed would bring about more
trouble than it is worth. It would not
have very much significance, and it
would just bring about unneeded
troubles and headaches for the
admissions committee.
The same calibre of students will be
taken without as much hassle when the
required essay is not used.

Jason Lasky
freshman
business

Registration is just a long string of problems
To the editor:
I would like to share with everyone yet another
pitiful story of an innocent student attempting to
arrange a future and schedule of classes for herself.
She was unknowingly given the proverbial "buckeye"
from our fine institution. (Buckeye—a slang
expression for any streak of extremely bad luck that
is uncontrollable by its victim). Now, there is a
point to this story, but first I feel it is essential to
wallow in some self-pity,**) here's the whole story.
A few weeks ago, I was the happiest little student
around. I had just decided to add a second major in
communication to my major in psychology. Not
only did I arrive at this decision, but I did all the
paperwork and gave a copy of it to almost every
office on campus. The week after this, I stood in line
and went through the normally irritating registration
process.
Much to my surprise, it wasn't as panic-inducing as
usual. As a junior, I finally got every class I needed
and was well on my way to knocking off 15 more
credits towards graduation. I was very content.
However, the buckeye must prevail and at this point
»n the story, it does.
About a week after registration, and some heavy

gloating on my part, I found an ominous,
official-looking cvclope in my P.O. box. As I opened
it, I innately knew it was something mat would give
me a tension headache the size of D-hall.
As I read the memo, my blood pressure rose. I was
graciously informed by the Record's Office that I had
been dropped from my COMM 283 class because I
was not a communication major. Well, it seemed like
an easy enough problem to solve, all I had to do was
march to the Record's Office and let them know that
yes, I was too a communication major.
Right?—Wrong!

example of the headaches that are ordinary for
students these days. Registration is no longer merely
waiting in line, it's dealing with many problems,
departments, apathetic people and the omniscient
"computer."
I am genuinely afraid for the students of this
university. The system is completely overloaded and
remains stagnant as our enrollment grows. I have
nothing against this institution growing, I would
dearly love for my children and grandchildren to go
here. I am concerned that the growth will backfire,
however, if our inner structure isn't designed to
handle it

This letter launched me into an endless sea of
bureacratic red-tape. I have talked to secretaries in
both the record's office and communication
department. I have had to beg to department heads.
Finally, I was told I am at die mercy of the teacher to
get an override card. If I am lucky, I will get on a
waiting list.
Correct me if I am wrong, but should I have to beg
for a class I registered for a week earlier and was
dropped from due to the "computer?"

So, let's get that assessment study into action. We
need to reassess our student services and sec where
they need improving or expanding. I suggest more
class sections and phone-in registration as the first
changes. Oh, but I probably wouldn't be hooked into
the computer since I live on the other side of Main
Street.

As I stated earlier, there is a point. I'm not telling
this story to whine and complain (although I am
getting plenty of mat in). I am using this as an

Jeannie Barrel!
junior
psychology/communication
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About Alcohol and Drugs.

[I

Question: I heard your ad on
3WV about intervention - helping
a person who doesn't want help.
My roomate has gotten into a lot
of trouble with his drinking but
says he doesn't have a problem.
Can I help?

Intervention typically has a very high
success rate.
It's not easy, we know, but many
families have been successful at
convincing their alcoholic to seek
treatment even in the most seemingly
hopeless situations. Intervention may be
your key. We encourage you to give it a
try. You have little or nothing to lose, and
much to gain.
If you have questions or concerns,
please call Arlington Treatment Center
at 434-7396.

Arlington
Treatment
Center

Answer: Yes you can help. As
Thomas Fleming, MD. says, "I doubt if
any alcoholic ever wakes up, looks out
the window, and says, This would be a
nice day to go for rehabilitation. I think I'll
call the doctor.' He may not see the gun,
but some type of pressure - outside
forces or his health - motives him." You
could be that outside force that
motivates^him or her.
An intervention is a planned and
rehearsed confrontation of the alcoholic
designed to force the addict to make an
immediate decision to accept treatment.
An intervention is accomplished after the
family or friends of the addict are
educated and trained in the intervention
process by a professional counselor.

Column by
Bill Gamble
Coordinator of Community
Relations

Route 3, Box 52, Harnsonburg, VA 22801
434-7396

Bill Gamble

c^oVF1'
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We Take it One Step Further
We Deliver to Your Door

Free Delivery

Sunday - Thursday 11am - 1am
Friday - Saturday 11am - 2am
Located in Cloverleal Shoppirtg^enter

Tired of Turkey?
How about Flocking over
to Mr. Gattis for the
Best Pizza in Town!

All You Can Eatn
Buffet
Everyday 11am -2pm
$3.5p

433-0606

Nightly
. Monday thru Thursday

$3.79
S~5>.

?«i£
$6.00
for any medium
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 2 Free Cokes
OR
$7.00
(or any medium
reg.. 3 topping
— :
pizza plus 2 Free
Cokes

I
I
I
I
I

(rM«&Mi J>j
$6.00
tor any medium
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 2 Free Cokes
OR
$7.00
tor any medium
reg. 3 topping
pizza plus 2 Free
Cokes

I
I
I
I

for regular crust
Pizza
v.ith
with 11 Toppings

$8.00
for any large
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 4 Free Cckes
OR
$9.00
for any large
regular 3 topping
pizza plus 4 Free
Cokes

I £S85§)
I
I
I
I
I
I
.J.

$8.00
for any large
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 4 Free Cokes
OR
$9.00
for any large
regular 3 topping
pizza plus 4 Free
Cokes
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Education major change is a bad move
To the editor:
I would like lo thank Karen Colvin for her letter in
last week's Breeze. I think she brought up several
valid arguments to the issue of changing the
education program at JMU. I would like to offer a
few more points that I think should be considered
about changing the program.
I think the mandatory change in the education
program in Virginia schools is going to be
detrimental to both students and teachers in the end. 1
agree that the change is satisfactory for higher levels
of teaching, but as Karen Colvin suggested in her
letter, the change may prove to be harmful to both
teachers and students in lower grades.
The education major prepares teachers to deal with
all aspects of being a good teacher. Education classes
teach teachers how to handle children's psychological,
behavioral, and mental capacities at a young age. The
education major also informs teachers of effective
classroom management, how to handle a crisis, and
suggestions for creative activities for young children.
It is hard for me to believe that a significant cut in
the number of hours of education classes will

Interview-

■

> (Continued from page 28)
While the interviewer is spending two minutes
looking over your resume, you should try not to get
nervous while anticipating what questions you will
be asked.
I remember sitting downstairs imagining an
intimidating, cigar chomping, Paul Volcker-typc
figure staring over me asking, "How long is your
drop period. Do you have departmental exams? Did
you have to write an essay to get into this school?'1
"I'm doomed," I thought, remembering how
important those things arc to an interviewer, and
would slump down in my chair realizing that I was
unemployable.
Believe it or not, not one interviewer asked the
above questions. The questions they do ask actually
vary with each interview. Some ask the standard
questions like, "What are your strengths and
weaknesses?" Others ask about the Redskins,
intramural sports teams, or tell you their life story.
One interviewer from an accounting firm spent the
majority of my interview asking me about past
columns. She laughed for 20 minutes, went home
and mailed me a rejection letter. I could tell another
interviewer studied my resume diligendy.
"I see you did landscaping. I used to cut lawns too,"
he said.
"I ran my own company," I pointed out
"Carl Johnson Landscaping . . you're Carl
Johnson! I see the correlation now." Idiot.
.
Don't try to make heads or tails out of interviews
or interviewers. My best interviews led to rejections
and my worst interviews led to office visits.
My housemate received an acceptance and a
rejection from the same company. Friends of mine
have been accepted where I was rejected and rejected
where I was accepted.
There's no sureshot, moral way of guaranteeing
yourself an acceptance, so if you're not always
successful in >our pursuit of employment, don't
worry about it. Just sit back, grab a beer, and adopt
m
y philosophy—you were ovcrqualificd.

thoroughly prepare a teacher to educate young
children. I believe that in order to feel comfortably
prepared to handle a classroom of kindergarteners, and
first or second grade children, a teacher would feel
much more secure with a 48 hour program backing
their preparation than an 18 hour maximum, as the
new program suggests.

was in elementary school, 1 was taught reading,
math, spelling, and social studies by the same
teacher. If my teacher had received a history degree in
college, she may not have had the first bit of
knowledge of how to teach a third grader the color
wheel, or how to lcach«a second grader how to write
in cursive.

Futhermore, I believe that there is little need for a
teacher of young children to be highly educated in the
liberal arts, psychology, math, science, or English.
Mastering Chaucer, being able to solve a problem of
antidiffcrcntiation, or predicting the outcome of a
bacteria's growth cycle will have close to no
relevance or will be of virtually no assistance to the
first grade teacher. Even if the children were curious
in the field of math or science, such high degrees of
knowledge are still irrevelant because the knowledge
is too complex for a six-year-old.

In conclusion, I think the decision to eliminate the
education major, especially the early childhood
concentration, should be reconsidered. The new
program may be beneficial to middle and secondary
education teachers, however, I believe the early
childhood teachers will be greatly cheated out of at
least 30 hours of necessary instruction for teaching,
and the young children will be the ones to suffer in
the long run.

Finally, I disagree with the change in the major
because since teachers in elementary school teach
their students a variety of subjects, they should have
some background in every area. For example, when I

Lisa Schuyler
freshman
math

Inaccuracies in recent article on
Soviet professor listed in detail
To the editor:
On Nov. 9,1987, your newspaper printed my letter.
However, your editorial note casts a cloud of
suspicion on the contents of my letter and, therefore,
offends me once again.
If you consider it essential that I cite specific errors
in the article about me that appeared in your paper on
Oct. 8,1987,1 can do this. For example, here are a
few:
(1) I never said (and Dr. Neatrour never translated)
that the system of Correspondence School Education
in the USSR exists because there are not enough
plac/s in the dormitories.
In the lecture that I gave on Oct. 27, 1987, in the
Phillips Center and which I subsequently recorded on
a videocassette, I discussed this topic in detail. (It is
possible to study this subject in greater detail by
watching the videocassette.)

(2) The correspondent made a big mistake when he
wrote that "The time American students spend in

class in four years is less than what Sovie/sti/dcnts
spend in one year."
/ /
I said (and Dr. Neatrour translated/that foreign
students who study in the Preparatory College of
Patrice Lumumba University during a period of one
year have more hours of Russian than students of
Russian at JMU over a period of four years. The
matter being discussed pertained only to foreign
students studying Russian.
(3) I never said (and Dr. Neatrour never translated)
that Soviet students cannot change their specialty
during their course of study at an institution of higher
education. In our colleges and universities, students
have the possibility (n change their specialty.
I could continue tnis list of errors, but I believe
that the ones cited are sufficient to make my point.
Thank you.
T. Mukhina
visiting professor

Hey DUKES: Keep up the good work
To the editor:
Hats off to James Madison University and its
administration, especially the students of the
Marching Royal Dukes Band and their director, Pat
Rooney. for one fabulous day, Saturday, Nov. 14.
As*a band parent, former drummer in my high
school marching band, and one who appreciates
good sounding music that generates so much
excitement and enthusiasm, I thoroughly enjoyed
my visit to your campus. If the entire day could be
bottled and sold over the counter, I'd recommend
everyone to make the purchase. They could never
get a better bang out of their enjoyment buck!
I traveled 400 miles that morning to see my
daughter, Kristin, and watch her and her band

friends perform one of the most masterful and
exhilarating marching band showj I've ever
witnessed. I made the trip in time, leaving Akron,
Ohio, at 3:15 a.m. to enjoy the tailgate party for
the band parents prior to the game against
Northeastern University. The football victory was
just icing on the cake.
The entire day and evening was one of those
times that will go down in the memory book of
forgotten favorites. To the university; its
administration, its students and the Marching
Royal Dukes, keep up the good work.

Michael E. Fay
Akron, Ohio
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NOW
HIRING
DRIVERS
CHRISTMAS CASH
IN A FLASH
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TIPS ON THE SPOT
CASH COMMISSION PAID DAILY
HOURLY WAGE PAID WEEKLY
$5.00/ HOUR GUARANTEED

Ask about our special party rates
We also offer 12" subs!
Roast beef & cheese-Italian-Meatball-Ham & cheese

FOUR STAR
PIZZA

Fast FREE Delivery

433-3776

•• • •

425 NORTH MAIN ST., HARRISONBURG, VA.
Sorry, no personal checks accepted.
COUPON
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MEAL
DEAL
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PIZZA AND TWO
16 OZ CUPS OF
COKE OR SPRITE
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